Bill No. 4933
Requested by: Michael Hurlbert
Sponsored by: John White

Ordinance No.

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONING
DISTRICT MAP OF THE COUNTY OF ST.
CHARLES, MISSOURI, BY REZONING LAND
FROM R1B, SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICT,
TO
R3B,
MULTI-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT (12.2 ACRES) AND R1E,
SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT (28.6
ACRES), AS PER APPLICATION RZ20-13
WHEREAS,

the St. Charles County Charter, Article II, Section
2.529, grants to the County Council legislative power
pertaining to planning and zoning in the part of the
County outside incorporated cities, towns and villages;
and

WHEREAS,

a change in zoning of land located at 1101 Dingledine
Road was requested by Marlene C. Loeffler Trust
Dated August 9, 1994, property owner(s), and Rowles
Company, applicant and contract purchaser, through
Application RZ20-13; and

WHEREAS,

the tract to be rezoned is a 40.80-acre parcel currently
zoned R1B, Single Family Residential District, with
Floodway Fringe Overlay District; and

WHEREAS,

the zoning sought for the tract to be rezoned is R3B,
Multi-Family Residential District, and R1E Single
Family Residential Zoning District, with Floodway
Fringe Overlay District; and
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WHEREAS,

adjacent land to the north is zoned R3B, Multi-Family
Residential with Floodway and Floodway Fringe
Overlay District and is used for attached single-family
dwellings (Pine Bluff Villas); adjacent land to the south
is zoned R1E, Single Family Residential District and is
used for single family dwellings (Stafford Place);
adjacent land to the east is zoned R1E, Single Family
Residential District and is used for single family
dwellings (Emerald Woods); and adjacent land to the
west is zoned R1E, Single Family Residential District
and is used for single family dwellings (Shenandoah
Park); and

WHEREAS,

the Planning and Zoning Commission of the County of
St. Charles, Missouri, considered this application at its
February 17, 2021 meeting and on a vote of 9 ayes, and
0 nays, recommended the matter for approval to the
County Council. A simple majority of the County
Council is required for passage of this bill.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNTY
COUNCIL OF ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

The Zoning District Map of the County of St. Charles,
Missouri, is hereby amended by making the following
change:
A 40.80-acre tract of land located at 1101 Dingledine
Road is hereby rezoned from R1B, Single Family
Residential District with Floodway Fringe Overlay
District, to R3B, Multi-Family Residential District, and
R1E Single Family Residential Zoning District with
Floodway Fringe Overlay District. The tract of land is
more particularly described on EXHIBIT A, attached
hereto.
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Section 2.

The Director of the Planning and Zoning Division is
hereby authorized to acknowledge approval on
Application RZ20-13 as set forth in Section 1., above.

Section 3.

The Council hereby receives the following documents
into the record: the St. Charles County Master Plan
Year 2030; the Unified Development Ordinance of St.
Charles County, Missouri; and the documents attached
hereto as EXHIBIT B, which exhibit contains the plats
and plans and any other documents relied on in
reaching this determination of the Council.

Section 4.

This ordinance will be in full force and effect from and
after the date of its passage and approval.

DATE PASSED

DATE APPROVED BY COUNTY EXECUTIVE

CHAIR OF THE COUNCIL

COUNTY EXECUTIVE
ATTEST:

COUNTY REGISTRAR
3-21.C.Comm Dev.RZ20-13.Loeffler.Rowles.1101 Dingledine Road
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EXHIBIT A

APPLICATION RZ20-13

AMENDING THE ZONING DISTRICT MAP
OF SAINT CHARLES COUNTY MISSOURI
APPLICATION NUMBER:

RZ20-13

THE PROPERTY IS PRESENTLY ZONED:

R1B, SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT, WITH FLOODWAY
FRINGE OVERLAY DISTRICT

IT IS REQUESTED THAT THIS PROPERTY
BE REZONED TO DISTRICT:

REQUESTING TO REZONE 12.2 ACRES TO R3B, MULTI-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT, AND 28.6 ACRES TO R1E, SINGLE-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

OWNER OR OWNERS OF PROPERTY TO
BE REZONED:
LOCATION OF PROPERTY:

THE MARLENE C. LOEFFLER TRUST DATED AUGUST 9, 1994

1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD, LOCATED ON THE WEST SIDE OF
DINGLEDINE ROAD, BETWEEN PINE BLUFF DRIVE AND STAFFORD
PLACE COURT. (PARCEL ID 3-0036-S020-00-0003.1000000)
THE PROPERTY CONSISTS OF 40.80 ACRES AND IS LOCATED IN
COUNTY COUNCIL DISTRICT 7.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY TO BE REZONED TO R3B:
A TRACT OF LAND BEING PART OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 20,
TOWNSHIP 46 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST OF THE FIFTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MISSOURI AND BEING
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF ABOVE-SAID SECTION 20; THENCE ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID
SECTION 20, SAID LINE BEING THE SOUTH LINE OF 'PINE BLUFF VILLAS", A SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 36 PAGE 345 OF THE ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MISSOURI RECORDS, NORTH 89O57'40"
EAST, 916.19 FEET TO THE ACTUAL POINT OF BEGINNING OF THE HEREIN DESCRIBED TRACT; THENCE CONTINUING
ALONG SAID NORTH LINE, NORTH 89O57'40" EAST, 916.19 FEET TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF ABOVE-SAID NORTHWEST
QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 20; THENCE LEAVING SAID NORTH LINE, SOUTH 01 O11'20" EAST,
105.80 FEET A POINT ON THE WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF DINGLEDINE ROAD (WIDTH VARIES); THENCE ALONG SAID
WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF DINGLEDINE ROAD, ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT BEING NON-TANGENTIAL TO THE
PREVIOUS COURSE, WITH A RADIUS OF 602.96 FEET, WHOSE CHORD BEARS SOUTH 07 O53’10" WEST, 190.20 FEET, AN ARC
DISTANCE OF 191.00 FEET TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE,
SOUTH 01O11'20" EAST, 306.20 FEET; THENCE LEAVING SAID WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE THE FOLLOWING COURSES AND
DISTANCES: NORTH 89O58'40" WEST, 878.30 FEET; NORTH 00O01'20" EAST, 386.20 FEET; NORTH 18O16'50" WEST, 65.51 FEET;
AND NORTH 00O01'20" EAST, 150.94 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING AND CONTAINS 12.2 ACRES, MORE OR LESS,
ACCORDING TO CALCULATIONS PERFORMED BY THE STERLING COMPANY DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 2020
BASED ON AVAILABLE RECORDS AND SUBJECT TD THE RESULTS OF A FUTURE PROPERTY BOUNDARY SURVEY.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY TO BE REZONED TO R1E:
A TRACT OF LAND BEING PART OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 20,
TOLLNSHIP 46 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST OF THE FIFTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MISSOURI AND BEING
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWIEST CORNER OF ABOVE-SAID SECTION 20; THENCE ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID
SECTION 20, SAID LINE BEING THE SOUTH LINE OF 'PINE BLUFF VILLAS', A SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 36 PAGE 345 OF THE ST. CHARLES COUNTY, MISSOURI RECORDS, NORTH 89O57'40"
EAST, 413.42 FEET TO A POINT; THENCE LEAVING SAID NORTH LINE THE FOLLOWING COURSES AND DISTANCES: SOUTH
00O01'20" WEST, 150.94 FEET; SOUTH 18O16'50" EAST, 65.51 FEET; SOUTH 00O01'20" WIEST, 386.20 FEET; AND SOUTH 89O58'40"
EAST, 878.30 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF DINGLEDINE ROAD (WIDTH VARIES); THENCE
ALONG SAID WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE AND ITS PROLONGATION, SOUTH 01O11'20" EAST, 750.17 FEET TO A POINT ON
THE NORTH LINE OF STAFFORD PLACE", A SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK
23 PAGE 59 OF SAID RECORDS, SAID LINE ALSO BEING THE SOUTH LINE OF ABOVIE-SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE
NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 20; THENCE LEAVING SAID PROLONGATION AND ALONG SAID NORTH LINE OF
'STAFFORD PLACE"AND ITS PROLONGATION, NORTH 89O58'40" WEST, 1327.63 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF
SAID SECTION 20, SAID POINT ALSO BEING THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF 'SHENANDOAH PARK'', A SUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 20 PAGE 1 OF SAID RECORDS; THENCE LEAVING LAST
SAID PROLONGATION AND ALONG SAID WEST LINE OF SECTION 20, NORTH 00O00'00" EAST, 1348.90 FEET TO THE POINT
OF BEGINNING AND CONTAINS 28.6 ACRES. MORE OR LESS, ACCORDING TO CALCULATIONS PERFORMED BY THE
STERLING COMPANY DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 2020 BASED ON AVAILABLE RECORDS AND SUBJECT TO THE
RESULTS OF A FUTURE PROPERTY BOUNDARY SURVEY.

EXHIBIT B
AMENDING THE ZONING DISTRICT MAP
OF SAINT CHARLES COUNTY MISSOURI

APPLICATION RZ20-13
REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD
Application No:
Property Owner:
Developer:
Current Zoning:

RZ20-13
Marlene C. Loeffler Trust
Rowles Company
R1B, Single-Family Residential District (20,000 square foot minimum
lot size), with Floodway Fringe Overlay District
Requested Zoning:
Requesting to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B, Multi- Family Residential
District, and 28.60 acres to R1E, Single-Family Residential District
(7,000 square foot minimum lot size)
2030 Master Plan:
Recommends Low-Density Residential Uses (0.25 to 1-acre minimum lot sizes)
Parcel Size:
40.80 acres
Location:
On the west side of Dingledine Road, approximately 125 feet south of Pine Bluff
Drive; near the Cities of St. Peters and Weldon Spring
County Council District: 7
Account No.:
534750A000
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Comments - Barb Fresenburg
Opposition - Mike Rizzo
Comments - Marcia Holleran
Opposition - Jeffry and Janice Clapp
Opposition - Catherine and Joseph Sullivan
Opposition - Barbara Easley
Opposition - Randy and Laura Van Iseghem
Opposition - Daru and Harry Morrell
Opposition - Monica Wojo
Opposition - Charles and Donna Baur
Concerns - Katrina and Vincent Klaas,
Sandra Klaas, Dan and Sherri Klaas, Nick
Meyer, and Josh and Julia Klaas
Concerns - Paul and Sandra Grote
Opposition - Daru and Harry Morrell













Opposition - Andrew and Natalie Dawdy
Opposition - Debbie and John Ferreira
Opposition - Sheryl and Dan Moriarty
Opposition - Mark Sievers
Concerns - Josh and Julia Klaas
Opposition - David and Patricia Cowell
Opposition - Lisa Sievers
Opposition - Timothy and Jean Lane
Opposition - Victor and Kaye Imgarten
Opposition - Victor Baruzzini
Concerns - Monica and Stan
Wojciehowski




Opposition - Lori Love
Video in Support - Jeff Reeves
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Concerns - Brian Davis
Opposition - Susan and Keith Elliott
Opposition - Jennifer Kelley
Opposition - Mike and Mary Johns
Opposition - Mark and Amy Atchley
Opposition - Paul and Sandra Grote
Opposition - John and Rose Beckham
Opposition - Westhampton Place Trustees
Opposition - James and Virginia Gerdes
Opposition - Jerry Pullam
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Concerns - Spencer Ashie-Winns
Opposition - Carey Krieger
Opposition - John Hutchings
Opposition - Carol Goodwin
Opposition - Charles and Donna Baur
Opposition - Kent Stephens
Opposition - Debbie Roehl
Opposition - Bob Lewis
Opposition - Linda Brewer

Planning and Zoning Commission minutes from the February 17, 2021 meeting
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Planning and Zoning Division
201 North Second St. - Room 420
St. Charles, MO 63301
P 636-949-7335 I 1-800-822-4012
F 636-949-1815 I Planning@sccmo.org
www.sccmo.org

February 24, 2021
This communication summarizes the following bill to be introduced at the March 8, 2021 County Council
meeting:
REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD
Application No:
Property Owner:
Applicant:
Current Zoning:
Requested Zoning:

2030 Master Plan:
Parcel Size:
Location:
County Council District:
Account No.:

RZ20-13
Marlene C. Loeffler Trust
Rowles Company
R1B, Single-Family Residential District (20,000 square foot
minimum lot size), with Floodway Fringe Overlay District
Rezone 12.2 acres to R3B, Multi-Family Residential District,
and 28.6 acres to R1E, Single-Family Residential District
(7,000 square foot minimum lot size)
Recommends Low-Density Residential Uses (1-4 dwellings
per acre)
40.8 acres
On the west side of Dingledine Road, between Pine Bluff Dr.
and Stafford Place Ct.; near St. Peters and Weldon Spring
7
534750A000

Approval of this bill would rezone a 40.8-acre parcel of land from R1B, Single Family Residential
District to both R3B, Multi-Family Residential District, and R1E, Single-Family Residential District. The
applicant has also submitted a preliminary plat (PRE20-28) for the subject property, which was
approved at the December 16, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission meeting subject to this
rezoning application.
The subject 40.8-acre tract has been zoned R1B, Single-Family Residential District (minimum lot size
20,000 sq. ft.) since at least 1973 but used for agricultural cultivation and a farmhouse. Adjoining
tracts zoned R1E and R3B were developed with single-family subdivisions in 1983 (Stafford Place),
1977 (Emerald Woods and Shenandoah Park), and 2000 (Pine Bluff Villas).
The overall development plan is to construct 119 single-family detached homes on 40.8 acres.
Although 12 acres would be rezoned R3B, Multifamily Residential District (minimum lot size of 4,000
sq. ft.) zoning, per the preliminary plat, no attached housing would be constructed; instead, singlefamily homes on 7,000+ square foot lots would constructed in the proposed R3B District but with
some lots being narrower than what would be allowed in the R1E, Single Family Residential District.
The remainder of the tract would be zoned R1E, Single-Family Residential District (minimum lot size
7,000 sq. ft.) and developed with single-family dwellings.
The 2030 Master Plan recommends “Low Density Residential” land uses for the entire area with 1 to 4
dwellings per acre. The subject preliminary plat shows that the applicant proposes to develop 119
single-family homes on this 40.8 acre tract, yielding a gross density of 2.92 dwellings per acre with the
inclusion of streets and common ground. Such a development would conform to the Master Plan’s
recommended density range. The 2030 Master Plan also indicates that applicable zoning districts for

Low Density Residential land uses include R1A through R1D Districts (Page 8.14), and that lot sizes
can “vary from approximately 43,000 square feet to 10,000 square feet” (Page 8.14). But those zoning
districts would be inconsistent with the prevailing R1E and R3B zoning patterns.
The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on this rezoning application on
February 17, 2021 and received the following public input:
Speakers:

1 Support

6 Opposed

1 Concerns

Letters on file (Nov.-Feb.):

1 Support

36 Opposed

8 Concerns

Concerns expressed through public input included development density and smaller lot sizes, property
values, loss of greenspace, additional traffic on Dingledine Road, and public school capacity.
Having conducted the public hearing, the Planning & Zoning Commission voted as follows:
9

Approval

0

Denial

0

Abstentions

Recommendation:
The Planning and Zoning Commission unanimously recommends that the County Council approve this
rezoning request. The Planning and Zoning Division concurs with this recommendation.
Sincerely,

Robert Myers, AICP
Director of Planning & Zoning
cc: Steve Ehlmann, County Executive
Joann Leykam, Director of Administration
Rory O’Sullivan, Acting County Counselor
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
To: County Planning & Zoning Commission
Application No: RZ20-13

Prepared by: Karen Hutchins, MCP
Date: February 9, 2021

BACKGROUND
Property Owner:

Marlene C. Loeffler Trust

Applicant:

The Rowles Company

Requested Action: A zoning map amendment to:
(1) Rezone 12.2 acres from R1B, Single Family Residential District, to
R3B Multi-Family Residential District, and Floodway Fringe Overlay
District; and
(2) Rezone 28.6 acres from R1B, Single Family Residential District, to
R1E, Single Family Residential Zoning District (7,000 sq. ft. minimum
lot size).
Property Location: 1101 Dingledine Road; on the west side of Dingledine Road between
Pine Bluff Dr and Stafford Place Ct; near St. Peters and Weldon Spring
Current Zoning:

R1B, Single Family Residential (20,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size) District
with Floodway Fringe Overlay District

Parcel Size:

40.84 acres

Current Land Uses: Agricultural (cultivation) and a single-family residence
Adjacent Land Use
and Zoning:
Direction
Zoning
North
R3B/FF/FW, Multi-Family
Residential with Floodway Fringe
and Floodway Overlay District
South
R1E, Single Family Residential
District
East
R1E, Single Family Residential
District
West
R1E, Single Family Residential
District

Land Use
Single-Family Residential (Pine
Bluff Villas Subdivision)
Single-Family Residential (Stafford
Place Subdivision)
Single-Family Residential (Emerald
Woods Subdivision)
Single-Family Residential
(Shenandoah Park Subdivision)

2030 Master Plan:

Recommends Low Density Residential land uses (1-4 dwellings per acre)

Public Services:

County Council District 7 - John White
School District – Francis Howell School District
Fire District – Cottleville Fire District

Utilities:

Water – Missouri American Water
Sewer - Duckett Creek Sewer System

This zoning map amendment application (RZ20 -13) was reviewed at the December 16, 2020
Planning and Zoning Commission meeting, at which the Commission forwarded the application
to the County Council with a recommendation. The same application is being rescheduled for
the February 17, 2021 Planning and Zoning Commission meeting for a new public hearing. The
applicant has made no changes to the rezoning request reviewed at the December 16 meeting.
The reason for holding a new public hearing is that property owner notification for the December
16 public hearing has been determined to have been insufficient. This was due to use of new
mapping software which exported addresses incorrectly. The problem has been identified and is
being addressed by the County’s Information Systems Department.
The Preliminary Plat approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on December 16, 2020
remains approved, subject to County Council approval of the rezoning application.
Consequently, the Preliminary Plat will not be reviewed at the February 17, 2021 Commission
meeting. The related preliminary plat for this property proposes single-family residential
development for the entire tract. Although 12.2 acres of Multi-Family District zoning is proposed,
single-family lots would be developed in that proposed district with some lots narrower than
what would be allowed in the R1E District. All proposed platted lots would be no smaller than
7,000 square feet in area which is the minimum lot size permitted in R1E Districts.
REZONING ANALYSIS
This 40-acre tract is an island of undeveloped land within a large area of single-family
residential subdivisions meaning that the existing land use and zoning contexts bear heightened
consideration. The prevailing zoning (to the east, south, and west) is R1E, Single Family
Residential District. To the north is zoned R3B, Multifamily Residential District. The area
proposed to be rezoned to R3B borders the existing R3B District to the north where the Pine
Bluff Villas was developed. Emerald Woods Subdivision, on the opposite side of Dingledine
Road, is similarly zoned R1E, Single Family Residential District, but has larger lot sizes than the
minimum required in that District. Stafford Place Subdivision, bordering the subject tract to the
south, has larger lots than Pine Bluff Villas but would border the proposed R1E, Single Family
Residential District zoning. Consequently, lots in Stafford Place would adjoin lots of compatible
sizes. A natural watercourse bordering the property along its western border must under County
standards be left undisturbed with a vegetative buffer left border the stream bank. Therefore, the
Shenandoah Park Subdivision to the west will border undisturbed common ground.
The 2030 Master Plan recommends “Low Density Residential” land uses for the entire area with
1 to 4 dwellings per acre. The subject preliminary plat shows that the applicant proposes to
develop approximately 119 single-family homes on this 40.8 acre tract, yielding a gross density
of 2.92 dwellings per acre with the inclusion of streets and common ground. Such a
development would conform to the Master Plan’s recommended density range. Although the
2030 Master Plan does indicate that “lot sizes in these [Low Density Residential] areas can vary
from approximately 0.25 acre to 1 acre” (Page 9.2) and that applicable zoning districts for Low
Density Residential land uses are R1A through R1D (Page 8.14), the Master Plan R1D zoning
would be inconsistent with prevailing zoning patterns. Additionally, the Master Plan does not
dictate zoning districts.
RECOMMENDATION:
County staff recommends that the Planning and Zoning Commission recommend approval of
this zoning map amendment.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Rizzo
Planning
Application No: RZ20-13
Wednesday, February 3, 2021 5:40:09 PM

Application No:RZ20-13
Planning & Zoning
To whom it may concern,
I’m writing on behalf of my family that lives in the Shenandoah Neighborhood. My house looks out
over the acreage that is being requested for development. I am firmly against this request! We
specifically bought this house for the view out of our front window, our children play in the woods
and the creek. There is wildlife such as deer and turkey that live in those fields and woods that we
enjoy watching every morning and evening. Please consider our position on this issue.
Mike Rizzo
Elite Properties LLC
Project Manager
Cell: 314-575-7478
Email: mrizzo@epstl.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Holleran
Planning; Cronin, Joe; Elam, Mike; Hammond, David; Hollander, Terry; Schneider, Nancy; White, John
Loeffler Farm
Monday, February 8, 2021 6:25:26 AM

I am a resident that lives off of Dingledine Road. I'm written to support the Loeffler Farm be
developed into a park, similar to the Kisker Veterans park. Dingledine road and our area are
not able to handle additional traffic. Stonecroft was developed taking all grass land between
Dingledine and Kisker.
As a resident of St. Charles County I ask that you support the residence of this area and push
for a park on the recently sold Loeffler Farm grounds.
Marcia Holleran
1 Castlio Ct.
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffry Clapp
Planning
Janice Clapp
Application No. RZ20-13
Saturday, February 6, 2021 7:32:42 AM

We are homeowners at 4333 Westhampton Place Circle which is within 1,000
feet of a development planned by Hamilton Weber, LLC and Rowles Company
on Dingledine Road. We are very much opposed to the proposed rezoning to
include multi-family and other high density housing. Stonecroft Drive runs
through our subdivision [Westhampton Place] from Dingledine to Kisker and it
is already overused as a cut through by residents along the Dingledine corridor
which creates a significant traffic hazard in our residential subdivision. The
high density for the proposed subdivision will add significantly to the already
hazardous traffic on Stonecroft and through our neighborhood.
PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THIS REZONING.
Thank you,
Jeffry Clapp
Janice Clapp
4333 Westhampton Place Circle
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

catherinesully@aol.com
Planning
jpsatlanta@aol.com
Opposition to Application #RZ20-13
Sunday, February 7, 2021 11:23:09 AM

Dear Sir or Madam,
We are writing to express our opposition to the proposed rezoning of the property owned
by the Marlene C Loeffler Trust located on the west side of Dingledine Road, between Pine
Bluff Drive and Stafford Place Court. We live in the Westhampton Place/Stonecroft
neighborhood and feel the proposed multi-family residential development would be
detrimental to this area. We are concerned the increased car and school bus traffic on
Dingledine Road and increased traffic though our neighborhood would be dangerous to not
only existing drivers but to pedestrians as well. Additionally, the increase in students from a
multi-family development would put a strain on our public schools in this area. Lastly, we
are most concerned about the property values decreasing with this type of development
nestled among single family neighborhoods.
In closing, we feel the best and only option for this property would be to keep it as a singlefamily residential district. Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Best Regards,
Catherine and Joseph Sullivan
80 Westhampton View Court
St Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barb Easley
Planning
Proposed zoning changes
Saturday, February 6, 2021 10:18:49 AM

Regarding application RZ20-13
I am adamantly against this proposed zoning change. The inclusion of so many individual homes,
coupled with "multi-residential" homes is not appropriate for this area.
Dingledine Rd. is not constructed to be able to handle so much additional traffic. It is difficult to
enter Dingledine at times because of its winding nature and I envision more issues with such an
increase in volume with this proposed change in zoning.
I have attempted to locate specific information regarding what "multi-residences" would include, but
this is not an area that needs this kind of construction. I have also been unable to locate specific
information regarding the impact on the local school or school district. This is another concern that
needs to be considered.
There is little green space in this area. We do not need to lose this area to ,more development.
Again, I am against this proposed zoning change.
Barbara Easley, registered voter and home owner
1294 Pine Bluff Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304
6362441016
barbeasley27@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Van Iseghem, Laura
Planning; Cronin, Joe; Brazil, Joe; Elam, Mike; Hammond, David; Hollander, Terry; Schneider, Nancy; White,
John
FW: Application Number RZ20-13 (Preliminary Plat for Kreder Farms - 1101 Dingledine Road)
Monday, February 8, 2021 1:53:56 PM

To whom it may concern:
This letter is being written to oppose the request to rezone 30.30 acres to R3B, Multi-Family
Residential District and 10.50 acres to RIE, Single Family Residential District (7,000 square foot
minimum lot size). The property already has current zoning of RIB Single Family Residential District
(20,000) square foot minimum lot size.
This requested zoning change will adversely impact property values in both Stafford Place and
Emerald Woods along with other adjacent properties. This land on Dingledine is a beautiful and
picturesque piece of property and should not be rezoned into a Multi Family District, nor should the
lots be zoned smaller than 20,000 square feet. The development of this piece of property should
reflect the property of its neighbors. Multi Family Housing and reduced lot size in Single Family
Housing do not and I repeat do not reflect or mirror the existing homes in adjacent properties.
This property should align directly with what the masterplan recommends which is low-density
residential uses (1-4 dwellings per acre).
Please do not rezone this beautiful piece of land as the Rowles Company has requested. This would
be such a disservice to the St. Charles County residents who live nearby.
Thank you.   

Best Regards,
Randy & Laura Van Iseghem
4148 Stafford Place Court
St. Charles, Mo 63304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DARU C Morrell
Planning
Loeffler farm
Tuesday, February 9, 2021 9:05:30 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of St. Charles County Government. Always use CAUTION when
opening attachments or clicking links from unknown senders or when receiving unexpected emails. - IS Dept.

Our names are Daru and Harry Morrell. We are TOTALLY against the zoning change for the Loeffler farm on
Dingledine. The roads are not designed for this much traffic, It brings more crimes such as car thefts etc. with the
more traffic. The Master zoning plan did not call for this many lots to be utilized. The services around such as
Libraries etc. are not equipped to handle this many more population. The schools zoned for this area are already at
Max capacity- and with all the commercially zoned apartment complexes the schools are bursting at seams. Not to
mention the wildlife in the area. Please do NOT allow this to continue with more homes then the Master plan allows
for.And many of us were not notified to try to block this more than one attempt to push through.
Daru and Harry Morrell
4355 Westhampton Place Ct.
Saint Charles,mo. 63304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica G. Wojo
Planning
Dingledine Property rezoning
Wednesday, February 10, 2021 10:52:18 AM

Hello, I would like to request that the planning and zoning committee decline the
request to change the current R1B, single family homes and decline the change to
R1E. New zoning would create even more traffic which is already at a premium with
the current housing. The new development will add enough stress without making it
multi-family.
I am also concerned about water run off. I live at the bottom of Stafford Place Court
which will back up to the new development. The drainage will definitely have to be
controlled.  
The third concern would be the impact it would have on the Francis Howell School
District. The school district is already struggling due to lack of a passage of a tax
levy.
The optimum use of the land would be to be a green space.  

February 11, 2021
To: Planning and Zoning Commission Members
CC: John White, County Councilman
Subject: Rezoning request – 1101 Dingledine Road (Revised Application), Application No. RZ20-13
We continue to oppose the subject rezoning request. In this letter we have presented our reasons in the form of rebuttals to the
rezoning analysis statements made by the Planning and Zoning staff in support of approval. The statements are presented individually,
followed by our reasons as to why the statement is incorrect or grossly misleading.
Rezoning Analysis Statement:
“The 2030 Master Plan recommends “Low Density Residential” land uses for the entire area with 1 to 4 dwellings per acre. The
subject preliminary plat shows that the applicant proposes to develop approximately 119 single-family homes on this 40.8 acre tract,
yielding a gross density of 2.92 dwellings per acre with the inclusion of streets and common ground. Such a development would
conform to the Master Plan’s recommended density range.”
Planning and Zoning staff continue to use the wrong density computation (“gross” density) in evaluating compliance with the 2030
Master Plan low-density housing criteria. The Master Plan defines low-density single-family housing by three criteria: (1.) R1D or
higher zoning, (2.) 0.25 acre minimum lot size, and (3.) 1 to 4 dwellings per acre density. These all consistently define low-density
housing in terms that result in lot sizes of approximately 10,000 square feet or larger. Unfortunately, the Master Plan does not provide
a specific definition as to how the density for the third criteria should be computed. However, the context of Master Plan Chapters 8
and 9, which address future land use, clearly implies that the referenced density should be “lot area” density, not “gross” density.
“Lot area” density is computed by dividing the number of dwellings by the area only occupied by the lots. “Gross” density is based on
the entire area of the development, including street right-of-ways and common ground (detention and retention basins, floodways,
etc.). There is another section of the Master Plan, Chapter 6, Land Use, that uses “gross” density. This appears to have been chosen for
convenience in collecting and analyzing existing land use data. There is a specific definition of that density computation in the Appendix
to Chapter 6, but that definition apparently doesn’t apply to other parts of the Master Plan. There are also at least two other different
definitions of density in the Unified Development Ordinance that differ with respect to what parts of the development area are included
or excluded in the density calculation. Bottom line is that there is no “fits all” way of computing density that is appropriate for every
application.
If you compute density using the correct “lot area” method that is applicable to Chapters 8 and 9, the Kreder Farms proposal for
Dingledine does not even come close to meeting Master Plan low-density residential housing requirements. The incorrect “gross”
density method produces a result that is completely inconsistent with the three low-density criteria in Chapters 8 and 9, in that it allows
much smaller lot sizes to satisfy the Master Plan 1 to 4 dwellings per acre requirement. In fact, it makes the density requirement so
loose that it is almost impossible to design a single-family development that does not meet the density requirement. This situation is
summarized in the following table which compares Master Plan low-density housing criteria with the Kreder Farms plat data, including
dwelling density computed by both the “lot area” and “gross” density methods.
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You can see in this table the drastic difference in results from the two density computation methods and how inconsistent the “gross”
density method is with the Master Plan low-density requirements. To further illustrate how ridiculous the use of the “gross” density
computation method is for this application, the Kreder Farms proposal could increase the lot count to 163 homes and reduce the
average lot size to 6557 sq. ft. and still meet the Master Plan 1 to 4 homes per acre criteria.
Rezoning Analysis Statement:
“Although the 2030 Master Plan does indicate that “lot sizes in these [Low Density Residential] areas can vary from approximately
0.25 acre to 1 acre” (Page 9.2) and that applicable zoning districts for Low Density Residential land uses are R1A through R1D (Page
8.14), the Master Plan R1D zoning would be inconsistent with prevailing zoning patterns.” ………………………

First, why is “prevailing oning” given precedence over implementation of Master lan recommendations? This seems to imply that the
Master Plan recommendations do not really matter if there is some excuse to do otherwise.
Second, this statement recognizes that the proposed development does not meet the first two Master lan “low-density” criteria. This
admits that there is at least a partial non-compliance issue here.
Third, the prevailing zoning designations do not reflect the actual prevailing housing lot density in the area. These zoning designations
are extremely misleading since the surrounding single-family housing has average lot sizes more than 50% larger than the planned
Kreder plat. This disparity is illustrated in the following chart comparing average lot sizes.

Average Lot Size (sq. ft.)

2030 MASTER PLAN
LOW-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
MINIMUM LOT SIZE
( .25 ACRE)

16000
14000
12000
10000
8000

R1D MINIMUM
LOT SIZE

6000
4000
2000
0
Pine Bluff (multifamily)

Kreder Farms
(proposed)

Surrounding SingleFamily properties

ooking at the oning designations by themselves hides the developer’s intent to significantly increase lot density beyond what is in the
area.
Rezoning Analysis Statement:
“Additionally, the Master Plan does not dictate zoning districts.”
We frankly do not understand this statement. Maybe the ordinances don’t give the Master lan the ability to mandate onings but it
obviously recommends using R1D zoning or above in areas where low-density housing is recommended. This is a silly argument in our
opinion.
Summary and Conclusions
We have made the following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Planning and Zoning Division is using the wrong density in evaluating conformance with the 2030 Master Plan
Using the incorrect “gross” density makes the 1 to 4 dwellings per acre low-density criteria a meaningless test for meeting the
Master Plan recommendations (everything passes!).
2030 Master Plan recommendations should have precedence over the “prevailing oning” justification.
Prevailing zoning designations do not reflect prevailing lot density in the area.
Rowles proposal has significantly smaller average lot sizes relative to existing surrounding single-family housing (over 50%
larger).

In the absence of any other extenuating circumstances, we believe that St. Charles County government should strive to achieve Master
Plan requirements and to preserve the character of our neighborhoods, not fight against them. It should not be the ounty’s objective
to see how many houses they can jam into the area.
Thank you for your consideration,
Charles and Donna Baur
38 Oak Springs Ct. (Emerald Woods subdivision)
St. Charles, MO 63304
636-441-4731

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

VB
Planning
RZ20-13 - Opposition to rezoning by Rowles
Monday, February 15, 2021 8:37:56 AM

Hello,
I am in strong opposition to the proposed rezoning of the noted farm for the following reasons:
1. It is not congruent with the low density master plan.
2. The traffic on Dingledine is already overloaded.
3. It is already dangerous to use the sidewalks or cross Dingledine Road as vehicles are frequently
driving 45-50 mph
4. It is already dangerous for homeowners to enter Dingledine Road due to the high density of
traffic exceeding the speed limit.
5. The traffic noise is already unbearable for those of us who live withing a block of Dingledine Road.
I am appalled at the apparent attempt to ramrod approval of the zoning change without proper
notification to homeowners.
Right or wrong, that in itself is indicative that those that want the rezoning change do not care about
the homeowners and do not plan to live anywhere near Dingledine Road.
By doing what was attempted has backfired. Instead of moving forward with the existing zoning for
new homes, the perception is that greed overtook following the rules and desires of the community.
Shame on anyone who is in favor of the proposed rezoning.  
It is all about the money. I get it. Rowles can make much more money with high density housing.
That's great, just do it in a community that has already approved such a plan. Don't try and rewrite
what is already on the books for this farm.  
Because of what was attempted, I am now against any homebuilding on the farm and only support
the farm being turned into greenspace, or retained as a farm, to preserve the LAST piece of open
space on Dingledine Road.  
I respectively ask those who are making the decision on the zoning change to listen to the people
who not only live within 1,000 feet of the farm, but all of the homeowners in subdivisions connected
to Dingledine Road by voting no to the proposed zoning change.
A question for another day: Why only notify homeowners within 1,000 feet when all subdivisions
along Dingledine Road are affected? Maybe that rule needs to be challenged and changed?
Should the proposed zoning change be approved, we the homeowners may have a class action
lawsuit option.
Please listen to the homeowners affected by your decision.  
Thank you,
Victor Baruzzini
5 Willow Creek Ct,
St Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie D
Planning
Andrew Dawdy
Application No. RZ20-13
Friday, February 12, 2021 8:16:20 PM

Good evening,
We are writing in response to zoning application number RZ20-13. As homeowners located
within 1000 feet of the development in question, we are writing to express our desire for the
Board to deny the rezoning request proposed by the Rowles Company.
Our home (4113 Stonecroft Drive in the Westhampton/Stonecroft Subdivision) is already
exposed to a large amount of traffic from developments off of Dingledine Road that
routinely use our street to cut through to Kisker road. The new development raises
concerns of increased traffic as is and rezoning for smaller lot sizes and more homes will
only further exacerbate the problem. Road traffic on Stonecroft Dr. creates noise,
congestion, and safety concerns as cars routinely use and often speed through the street.
We even had a neighbor move shortly after settling in the neighborhood citing street
through traffic as their main reason for relocating. Again, we ask that these traffic concerns
be considered as there are no other direct routes to Kisker Road with exception of Towers
Road.
If our HOA were to approve installation of a gate for our neighborhood to mitigate the
cross-through traffic, we may reconsider. If we can expound on our concerns for the board,
feel free to contact us via email or phone at 813-245-2493.
Thank you for your consideration of our request to deny the rezoning request in question.
Best,
Andrew and Natalie Dawdy
4113 Stonecroft Dr.
813-245-2493

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Ferreira
Planning
White, John
RZ20-13 and PRE20-28 Opposition letter - Loeffler Farm Trust 1101 Dingledine Road
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:18:35 AM

Thank you for recognizing and correcting one issue by resending the letters of notification to the correct neighborhoods this round
and bringing this back for re-evaluation.
We are in opposition of the proposal to rezone the property from the current low density residential use R1B (20,000 sq min lot) to
R3B (multi family residential) and R1E (single family min 7000 min sq ft lot size).
We request that the property stay as described in the 2030 St Charles County Master Plan released not long ago and as currently
zoned. Please consider this email as our notice of opposition for the planning and zoning commission mtg from both my husband
and I. We are directly affected by this change.
Our issues are as follows:
1. Before the lawyer states it YES we understand that they are claiming that they are only building single family homes but we do
not trust that if rezoned R3B they will never build multi family homes there. Once rezoned multifamily we have no recourse to
oppose multifamily housing being built there. They could sell off that portion and the buyer could build multifamily homes there.
Our only guarantee would be to have zoning for single family homes only.
2. The first issue deals with them picking and choosing which zoning laws they want to follow. The builder wanted to zone a portion
as R3B, which would allow them to build smaller lots, and fit more homes.
R1E (single family zoning with >7000ft lot size) has a minimum lot width of 70ft, and the side yards must have at least 7ft between
the building and the edge of the property. (R1E=75% of the property)
R3B (multifamily zoning with >4000ft lot size) has a minimum lot width of 54ft and the side yards must have at least 10ft between
the building and the edge of the property. (R3B=25% of the property) (also allows for single family houses to be used)
Zoning Requirements For R3B (Scroll down to section D) 3. "Minimum side yard. Ten (10) feet from the external limits of the
development site. See screen print below, the plat is listing min side yard 7 instead on 10 ft for R3B.

On the R3B section, they are getting away with using the laws from R3B in regards to the lot size 54ft min, but instead of the 10ft
side yards being required, they are stating that since they are "single family" they get to follow R1E laws!
3. Traffic/Safety - During the Loeffler presentation her daughter even stated how dangerous that intersection was in her mothers/
their families opinion and that they were afraid to be out in the yard or even get the mail for fear of getting hit. At one of the
previous Planning and Zoning meetings one of your members attested to the traffic on Dingledine on his way into work in the am.
We are requesting a traffic study be done for that intersection. Traffic is already busy on Dingledine Rd. The site line coming around
the corner where the new outlet is supposed to be accross from at Emerald Woods will add more traffic to an already dangerous
corner. We have already lost a couple of mailboxes due to that. Our new concrete apron by the mailbox has been shattered to pieces
due to being hit frequently by cars coming around that corner. Adding 2 more outlets from the proposed Kreder Farms subdivision
on to Dingledine will cause a lot more traffic to an already busy street.
4. Our Stafford Ct neighbors expressed great concern of being a pass through for cars exiting Loeffler property and turning right and
using their street as a pass through to avoid backed up traffic on Dingledine. They have currently have concerns over their children’s
safety on their streets because currently the speed limit is not being followed and they are lucky if they get a rolling stop at current
stop signs. Adding this new traffic would only cause their issues to be more worrisome.
5. Over crowding in schools - Issue with over capacity for an already over taxed Francis Howell School District - Castilio Elementary
School, Bryan middle school and Francis Howell High School. On Feb 5, in a stltoday.com article,
FH School district
announced layoffs. A quote from that article - “ "We ask teachers to show up for kids this year, to put themselves at risk, and their
reward for doing so is a year of losing their job, or huge class sizes next year that will make them less effective on their job."
Parks said she typically teaches about 150 students a semester, but this past fall she taught about 192.” Link to hat article:
https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/education/francis-howell-school-district-approves-modified-plan-to-cut-teaching-positionssave-5-million/article_e9bdfeb1-7c1b-5ae7-924b-d8f49eb1c45c.html
6. Crime/safety - We appreciate and respect all that the men and women of the Police and Fire Depts do for us but they are already
stretched thin. Theft and crime is already on the rise in our area, how will our heroes handle an even greater population? Nightly,
now, in our area, we see increasing reports of theft and crime on Ring and Next door. The increasing population will certainly not
help that.
7. Pine Bluffs neighbors expressed concern over grading issues causing possible flooding of their homes basements.
8. Possible water & sewer issues with increased use due to increased population with rezoning.
9. Backs of houses facing Dingledine - are not aesthetically pleasing. Not a good representation of our current community. Possible
Eye sore?
Could you please reply back to acknowledge receipt of our letter?
Thanks for your time and consideration,
Debbie and John Ferreira
1108 Dingledine Rd

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheryl Moriarty
White, John; Executive; Cronin, Joe; Brazil, Joe; Elam, Mike; Hammond, David; Hollander, Terry; Schneider,
Nancy; Planning
Fw: Zoning District Map Amendment - 1101 Dingledine Road - Loeffler Property - Application No: RZ20-13
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:49:22 AM

I am writing to oppose/protest the request to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B, Multi-Family Residential
District, and 28.60 acres to R1E, Single-Family Residential District (7,000 square foot minimum lot size).
The property already has current zoning of R1B, Single-Family Residential District (20,000) square foot
minimum lot size with Floodway Fringe Overlay District.
This requested zoning change will adversely impact property values in all surrounding areas, especially
those located in Emerald Woods, Stafford Place Plats 1 & 2, Stafford Estates & Westhampton,
Cambridge Crossing and Pine Bluffs, just to name a few, along with adversely impacting the property
itself. The 2030 Master Plan from St. Charles County calls for this property to be Low Density
Residential Uses (1-4 Dwelling per acre) 40.80 acres. The Planning and Zoning Commission must
adhere to the Master Plan. The science and study of this property states Low Density Residential Uses.
To do anything else would be to destroy the property and not adhere to the requests of those that live
near this property. This land on Dingledine is a beautiful and picturesque piece of land and should not be
rezoned into a multi-family district, now should the lots be zoned smaller than 20,000 square feet. The
development of this piece of property should reflect the property of its neighbors. Multi-family housing
and reduced lot size in Single Family Housing do not and I repeat, do not reflect or mirror the existing
homes in the adjacent properties.
Please do not rezone this beautiful piece of land as the Rowles Company has request. This would be
such a disservice to the St. Charles County residents who live nearby. This property should remain as
zoned as R1B.   
Thank-you,
Sheryl & Dan Moriarty
4156 Stafford Place Court
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Sievers
Planning
Application Number RZ20-13
Monday, February 15, 2021 1:13:37 PM

I live on Stafford Woods Court and wish to register my opposition to changes to the current
zoning of the Loeffler Property. Of greatest concern is the request for Multi-Family Units and
the small (7000 sq ft) lot size for Single Family Residences. I understand it is not economically
feasible that it remain as farm ground or left as undeveloped green space, therefore it was
inevitable that it be developed as residential.
Traffic on Dingledine Road is already an issue. Turning onto or crossing Dingledine can be
difficult at times and even dangerous for pedestrians and children either on foot or bicycles.
Any development must address increased traffic.
Increased runoff to the drainageways west and north of the Loeffler Property will cause
impacts both upstream and downstream. Rains often cause the drainageway west of the culde-sacs of Stafford Woods Court to flood and one rain event last year caused the water level
to come within inches of the residences. Any development must include a study of the
hydrologic impacts.
There is currently a healthy population of deer, fox, coyote, geese and birds of prey that use
the area. Although some consider them a nuisance and they provide no tangible economic
benefit, others see the aesthetics as value added.
Thank you for your consideration.
Mark Sievers

To: St. Charles County Planning and Zoning
Subject: Application Number RZ21-02 and PRE21-01
From: Josh and Julia Klaas, Klaas Lane, Foristell
My name is Joshua Klaas. I live on Klaas Lane, which sits along the southeastern section of the
property that is being discussed tonight.
During the early stages of this property development, we have had surveyors from BAX
Engineering come down our private road multiple times to set up surveying equipment on our
property. On one occasion, they brought an ATV, and appeared to be prepping it for activity. I
had to leave for work and didn’t see the final result of what they did with the ATV. We were
never asked if any of this was okay. They never spoke to us on their own. We had to go ask
them what was going on when we woke up to them doing these things at about 7:30 a.m..
When they were questioned about their business, they politely informed us that they were
surveying the property next door. When asked why they were set up in my yard, on a private
road, they stated that there was no other way they could complete their tasks without coming
down our road and entering our property.
That hasn’t been a big deal so far, because it has only been a couple of guys each time who
mainly set up a tripod and transit of some sort. My concern is, if a small surveying crew has to
enter our private road and properties in order to complete their tasks regarding this
development, how are we expecting the bulldozers and multitude of heavy equipment to do their
tasks while leaving myself and the other residents of Klaas Lane, my family members,
undisturbed and unviolated? We are concerned and uncomfortable with any aspects of this
development coming on to our road and properties, and we are extremely concerned with the
precedent that has apparently already been set that our private road and property is free for
these developers to tread upon whenever they feel. This new property development appears to
be nearly landlocked by other residents’ land. Where will the future construction crews access
this development from? So far, it appears that our private road and properties have been the
chosen access point for BAX Engineering.
I’m hoping to gain some understanding of how this development will be handled without
disrespecting and intruding upon adjacent property owners.
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To: St. Charles County Community Development
Re: Application number: RZ21-02
From: The Klaas Family on Klaas Lane, Foristell, MO
To Whom it may Concern,
We live on Klaas Lane, the lots of land that neighbor the easternmost border of the land proposed for rezoning on
application number RZ21-02. We are writing to express our concern for the 2030 Master Plan to rezone this land for “low
density residential uses (1 to 4 dwellings per acre).” This implies that these 120 acres could mean up to 480 homes, vs if it
stayed agricultural: 24 homes or even if it became rural residential: 40 homes.
Our family has lived on this land for over 70 years. We have watched farmers prosper; we have watched them
suffer. We have watched them divide and sell their land for generations. Our family is no different, we have divided land
to allow for more family to live on this same land. We respect the rich rural history of this area and with that, respect the
rural residential allowance for 3 acre lots. We appreciate the night sky and have great concern over light pollution. We
appreciate the quietness of the area and have great concern for even more increased traffic on our narrow 2 lane state
highway, Highway N. We have concerns that in time, with overdevelopment, this 2 lane rural road will be forced to be
expanded as we’ve seen on 364.
We have concerns that the only access to this land from Highway N runs directly behind some of our houses
which means the clearing of more trees and less privacy for us and the neighbors immediately west of the property on this
application. At least 500 vehicles on a daily basis, if this were to pass, is a huge degradation on the rural nature of this
area, not to mention the noise, air and light pollution encroaching on the easement of our properties. We’ve already had
surveyors and county representatives assessing this land trespassing on our private road through one of our lots to access
this property. It’s easy to see that this would continue to be an issue if things were to progress. The limited access to
Highway N or any other road from this property immediately implies the need to take advantage of neighboring land to
accommodate development. This also sheds light on the concern for any emergency egress within the proposed
development.
When developers head west with no respect for the history of this land or the rural nature of unincorporated St
Charles County, we continue to outgrow schools every 3 to 5 years. We were removed from Boone Trail Elementary and
zoned for the brand-new Stone Creek Elementary when it opened in 2017, it was quickly over 100% capacity. Just 3 years
later, we got rezoned to the newest elementary school (Journey Elementary) when it opened this past fall and are already
close to 90% capacity. According to the Wentzville School District website, “the new building is nearly 105,000 square
feet and it is the largest elementary school built in the history of the WSD. The WSD has been the fastest growing school
district in Missouri for the past two decades and now has over 17,300 students. During that same time period, the District
has built 12 new schools and a new transportation facility.”
With all of this new growth, we continue to experience bus driver shortages as evidenced by the routine phone
calls saying bus routes are not running, please plan for alternate transportation. Even when the buses do run, our route is
over an hour, without exaggeration. We continue to experience a high rate of educator turnover because with all of this
growth and construction, WSD cannot afford to stay competitive with salaries for our teachers and counselors. We are
already set to open a new High School and Middle School in the next 2 years, thus adding more stress to all of these
resources. WSD is known for quality education and that is why people want to move in this direction, but we cannot
continue to expand without a thought on how to maintain the quality.
The westward development of 1 to 4 dwelling per acre subdivisions, when so many other neighborhoods remain
unfinished is greedy on the part of the developers. There is no benefit to our already overgrown community to having
even more people on this land. We are currently watching as trees are being cleared just east of Hepperman Road along
Highway N, not even 2 miles from the lot on this application, as they prepare to build yet another subdivision.
All the evidence you need to prove this should not be approved is in our daily life:
• Observe Wentzville Parkway on a Saturday early afternoon or any weekday between 3 and 5pm, it is
basically gridlock as you navigate from one red light to the next because the traffic is lined up in between;
• Look at the intersection of Highways N and Z any weekday between 3:30 and 6pm where traffic is
backed up over half a mile and it can easily take 20 minutes just to get through the intersection heading
west;
• Try travelling the length of Highway N east to I-64. The road is packed with traffic and stoplights, due to
all of the overdeveloped land;
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•

There are currently numerous new unfinished subdivisions; at the intersection of Highway N and Lake St.
Louis Blvd, along Wilmer Road, along Interstate Road and multiple on Hepperman Road just to name a
few. Incomplete subdivisions mean decreased property value.

The number of years it will take for the new taxes to pay for any necessary road improvements and new schools
will forever outnumber the years any of our children will be in those schools or even any of the years we are on this earth.
We will always be playing catch up. We need to think of the infrastructure meant to support our residents, but we are
letting the residential overgrowth destroy our infrastructure. It is heart breaking and it is setting our area up for failure
with regard to land value and people having respect for the rural nature that is and should be Foristell/western Wentzville.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
The Residents of Klaas Estates on Klaas Lane
Vincent and Katrina Klaas, 22 Klaas Lane
Sandra Klaas, 1533 Highway N (at the corner or Klaas Lane)
Dan and Sherri (nee Klaas) Meyer, 36 Klaas Lane
Nick Meyer, 35 Klaas Lane
Josh and Julia Klaas, 49 Klaas Lane

February 15, 2020
To the St. Charles County Planning and Zoning Commission for the February 17, 2021 Meeting
CC: John White, County Councilman District 7
Protest to Rezoning- Application No: RZ20-13
Application RZ20-13 - rezone land from R1B to R3B and R1E/1101 Dingledine Road/Marlene C. Loeffler Trust,
owner and Rowles Co., applicant and contract purchaser

We have been residents of Emerald Woods Subdivision since 1982. Emerald Woods is directly across Dingledine
Road from the proposed rezoning and is the subdivision most impacted by the rezoning because of its close
proximity, traffic safety issues, and property values. Most of the lots in our subdivision are 1 acre or more. Some
lots along Dingledine Road are ½ acre or more.
The County of St. Charles made a 2030 County Master Plan after much research, considering the impact of new
development on the road conditions, schools that it would affect, county services that it would impact, and traffic
congestion. They recommended that the zoning on the above land be R1B, single-family residential district, 20,000
square foot minimum lot size, Low-Density Residential Uses. This was reasonable since the data was validated and
researched by the County.
You, The Planning and Zoning Commission, say that the 2030 County Master Plan has no worth and should have no
bearing on this case, although the Planning Staff of the Master Plan included Robert Myers, AICP, Planning &
Zoning Division Director, and other County Planners.
Mike Elam and Mike Klinghammer of the County Council were actually part of the Master Plan Steering Committee
who made these decisions and the whole County Council had their names printed on the document in agreement.
The final plan was printed in April, 2019, less than two years ago. The recommendations could not have changed in
the short amount of time since then.
Page 8.14 of that Master Plan states that “Low-Density Residential Use allows for single-family residences at a
density of 1 to 4 dwelling per acre. Lot sizes in these areas can vary from approximately 43,000 square feet to
10,000 square feet.” The present R1B zoning of 20,000 square feet per lot fits that description. The proposed
zoning of 7,000 square feet per lot does not fit the description.
Rowles Company revised their plat map to reduce the number of homes from 138 to 119 since the November
Planning and Zoning Meeting but that reduction is not significant.
Now, their request is to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B, Multi-Family Residential District, and 28.60 acres to R1E,
Single-Family Residential District (7,000 square foot minimum lot size).
R3B is Medium to High density residential uses (not Low-Density) and R1E is 7,000 square foot minimum lot size
not 20,000 square foot minimum lot size, as the County itself determined is best. It is not even the 10,000
square feet minimum as on page 8.14 of the Master Plan.
This will have a tremendous impact on the whole area. Dingledine Road is a 2-lane road with a turn lane EXCEPT
for the portion of the road in front of this proposed RZ20-13 property and our Emerald Woods subdivision, which
has no turn lane. This portion of the road is 2-lane only and is on a curve. The homeowners in our subdivision have
had, for years, difficulty in accessing Dingledine Road because of this dangerous curve with no sight distance. There
have been numerous accidents and near accidents in the past because of this. St. Charles County has even put a
flashing sign on the road for cars to slow down because of this dangerous curve, which has not fixed the problem.
To add 119 lots with 2 cars each (238 cars) to this would be a huge safety concern, especially with two more
entrances from their subdivision to Dingledine Road.

We request that the planning and Zoning Commission order a sight distance study that includes our subdivision
exiting out onto Dingledine Road before any zoning decisions are made. The studies made for the new subdivision
was for their entrances only.
Dingledine Road itself cannot support the addition of another 238 cars. It is a 2-lane road not a 4-lane road like
Kisker Road, which would be better able to handle that influx of cars.
The impact on the schools would be overwhelming with 119 additional households. Castlio Elementary School is at
1020 Dingledine Road, very close to this property and has a large number of school buses on the road each morning
and afternoon, also on the dangerous curve. This is in addition to the many other school buses from Middle school
and High School. Moreover, it would increase the number of students in this elementary school beyond its capacity,
which would have an effect on the quality of education.
The Rowles development of Fox Run looks like rows of small, cheap duplicated homes. It appears that this is the
majority of homes that they propose for this Dingledine Road property, also, by looking at the plat map. This would
lower the property values of the homes in the subdivision nearby due to the medium to high-density homes in the
proposed subdivision. This is especially true for our subdivision, Emerald Woods (directly across the road),
Stafford Place (adjacent to it on the South), and Westhampton Place (to the Southwest). All of these subdivisions
have substantially bigger lot sizes than proposed, with the closest subdivision of Emerald Woods having 1 acre lots.
The reasoning by the zoning board that it is okay to rezone the property because the R3B portion will back up to the
R3B district of Pine Bluff Villas does not make sense. “What it backs up to” on one small side will not make a
difference on the extreme negative area changes it will have in the areas of safety, road conditions, traffic
congestion, surrounding home values, and school impact.
It would be of benefit to the developer, the surrounding subdivisions and residents, and St. Charles County to have
larger, quality homes on bigger lots than they proposed. Rowles would easily be able to sell these homes in this
housing market at a much higher price, keep the integrity of the Master plan, have a higher taxing value to St.
Charles County, and have the area keep its present property values. It would be a win-win for all parties.
We understand that this land will become a subdivision but we protest the lowered lot sizes from the present 20,000
square feet and the change to Medium to High density R3G in any way. We request that the original zoning of R1B
be kept.
Sincerely,
David and Patricia Cowell
4020 Emerald Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sievers, Lisa
Planning
Application No. RZ20-13
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 3:49:12 PM

Hello,
I am writing to you concerning the Loeffler Farm property on Dingledine Road in St. Charles County.
The Applicant/Developer want to rezone the property from R1B to R3B and R1E. As a nearby
homeowner, I object to both changes in zoning, particularly the R3B category. Please do not allow
multi-family residential housing on that property. Property values of the surrounding area will go
down. It would greatly increase the amount of traffic on Dingledine Road as well as increasing the
amount of traffic that utilize Stonecroft Drive to achieve access to Highway 94. Increased traffic will
make it more dangerous for children who live in the area as well as pedestrians who regularly walk
on Dingledine. Increased traffic will also make it difficult for drivers to make safe left turns.
The multi-family housing would be an eyesore for the area. Multi-family apartment houses are
popping up all around St. Charles County and it would be incongruous and appalling to have these
along Dingledine Road. The multi-family housing would generate more crowded classrooms for
Castlio Elementary and other schools in the Francis Howell school district.
Also, please take into consideration the flooding that will be created when the property will be
developed. The creek that runs along the west end of the property will not be able to handle the
additional stormwater run-off. The creek regularly overflows its bank during bigger rain events. I
have been a resident in this area since 1989. I witnessed how the natural creek and the drainage
ditch that runs perpendicular to Dingledine overflowed multiple times during rain event after
Cambridge Crossing was built. Then after Stonecroft was built, the natural creek and drainage creek
would flood to a greater magnitude on a regular basis during rain events. Last year, the creek came
out of it banks and was within inches of invading mine and my neighbors’ homes.
Please consider the impact it will have on the local wildlife. We regularly see deer, owls, ducks, great
blue heron, fox, bats, and coyotes along the creek and in the surrounding area. I assume there was
an environmental assessment performed to account for any endangered species such as the Indiana
bat.
I understand that the property will be developed one way or another. Please do not allow multifamily housing to be zoned on that property. I am also asking that the Council increase the minimum
lot size from 7,000 sq. ft. to 10,000 sq. ft.
Thank you for your time.
Lisa Sievers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Lane
Planning
Proposed Rezoning Application # RZ20-13
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 3:33:49 PM

My husband and I own our home at 4379 Westhampton Place Court and we are within 1000 feed of the proposed
development at 1001 Dingledine Road (RZ20-13)
I have strong concerns regarding the proposed rezoning of the 1001 Dingledine property from R1B, Single Family
Residential (20,000 square foot minimum lot size) to R3B and R1E, as requested by the developer.
My biggest concern is the increase in traffic along Stonecroft Dr. that this development will bring. The traffic along
Stonecroft Drive is already terrible. Many people use Stonecroft Drive as a cut-through and completely ignore
both the stop signs and 25 mph speed limit. We have already seen an increase in the cut-through traffic on
Stonecroft Drive with the opening of Veteran’s Memorial Park on Kisker Rd. To allow the proposed rezoning of the
Dingledine property will cause additional cut-through traffic, causing even more concerns to the families that live
on Stonecroft Dr.and the surrounding neighborhoods.
My husband and I moved into Westhampton Place because of the size of the surrounding homes and lot sizes.
We also love the nature and wild-life that surrounds our neighborhood. To allow a development with multi-family
residences and 7,000 square foot lots will devalue the surrounding homes. This is very disturbing to the current
residents in the area.
The current zoning of the 1001 Dingledine property is R1B (20,000 square foot minimum lot size). I beg the you
keep the current zoning in place. if you do make any changes to the zoning, please at least respect the 2030
Master Plan, which recommends Low-Density Residential Use (1-4 dwellings per acre).
I hope that you can respect the wishes of the current residents in this area, and respect the current zoning of the
Dingledine property.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Timothy and Jean Lane
4379 Westhampton Place Ct.
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

stlswp@accessus.net
Planning
White, John
Application RZ20-13, 1101 Dingledine Road
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 7:41:44 PM

February 16, 2021
To: Planning and Zoning Commission Members
CC: John White- County Councilman
Subject: Application RZ20-13 1101 Dingledine Road

As lot size has been previously brought to your attention approval of this continues to go
against the county’s own master plan.
In addition to not following your own rules and guidelines we continue to question the need
to shrink the lot size to accommodate more homes. In todays real estate market any builder
will sell whatever home they sell, lot size, home size does not make a difference.
Having been an Emerald Woods resident for 20 years, we question the additional road
capacity in an extremely dangerous section of road. Since we have been in our home, we
can recall ten accidents in the section of road that runs along our subdivision. This is the
area where the proposed entrance and exits will be located. When our son was in grade
school the bus driver asked us to please call the county road department as she was afraid
to pull out across Dingledine due to the blind spot and speed at which the drivers went into
the turn. In time a useless flashing sign was installed which has done nothing to slow down
the traffic.
We fully understand a development will happen we just ask you consider the additional
safety risk you will be putting on all who travel Dingledine and that you follow your own
rules pertaining to lot size.
Victor and Kaye Imgarten
4004 Emerald Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Emerald Woods Trustees
Planning
White, John
Opposition to: Feb 17 Rezoning request Application No. RZ20-13
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 11:19:55 AM

From: Emerald Woods Board of Trustees, Emerald Woods Subdivision; emeraldwoodstrustees@gmail.com
To: St. Charles, MO Planning and Zoning Commission; planning@sccmo.org
Copy to: Mr. John White, District 7 Councilman; jwwhite@sccmo.org
Subject: Opposition to: Feb 17 Rezoning request Application No. RZ20-13
1. This is the third letter written in opposition to the request for rezoning for 1101 Dingledine.
2.

As the Board of Trustees of Emerald Woods Subdivision, we have long expected the farm across from Dingledine to be developed
into housing, but were anticipating a type of development commensurate and compatible with our own. We continue to express deep
concern about such high concentration of houses in what appears to be a "row house" style development. All you have to do is
disapprove the R3B and send the developer back to the drawing board for fewer homes which would result in a more
appealing development. To see this proposal which condenses 119 homes into the same space as approximately 40 of Emerald
Woods homes is totally unacceptable. Compared with many of the other area neighborhoods, there is a significant difference in
overall aesthetics and presentation that is very concerning. Plans for housing with possible 1000 square feet homes are not compatible
with Emerald Woods and many other area developments. This is far too radical a change for the area and we request this rezoning
proposal be rejected. Even though there are a few less lots than originally applied for in November, the few changes in the proposals
are fundamentally no less concerning.

3.

The farm is currently zoned R1B (min 20,000 square feet lots). We, again, request the commission retain the original zoning. That
fits in much better with the aesthetics of Emerald Woods and many of the other nearby developments. We are not sure why the
commission would even consider such a drastic change of zoning from 20,000 square feet minimum all the way down to 7,000 sq. feet
minimum per lot. If anything, it certainly seems the only acceptable change would be possibly to one of the other two zoning
classifications between 20,000 and 7,000 minimum, if even that, and also, NOT approve the R3B multifamily. (Your County code
Section 405.105 R3B Multi-Family Residential District Statement of Intent would not allow such high density in these proposals since
they are next to a neighborhood with lots averaging 1 acre.)

4.

R3B - again- As was pointed out at the November 18 meeting by a commissioner, there is no guarantee that there will not be an
attempt to modify the plat in the future to one that would include multi-family dwellings in a R3B zone if approved now. A slight
plat modification in the future may be easily "slipped" in "under the radar" for approval. This rezoning request needs to be rejected to
remove all possibilities of R3B, multi-family zoning. Again, why not raise the standards and aesthetics of the new development by
significantly reducing the number of households.

5.

If approved these proposals will have a major negative impact on the area roads - both aesthetically and safety wise. With 119 new
households' worth of vehicles - typically 2 per household -- we are picturing much degradation in traffic flow in both Dingledine
directions and, in particular at and along Old Highway 94 (Harvester), and Jungermann. The backups at the intersection of Dingledine
and Old Hwy 94 will be significant.

6.

Regardless of what the new development density ends up being, there will be a major safety problem at the intersection of Emerald
Drive and a new road into and out of the new development. Note #18 in the PRE20-28 main plat map proposes stop signs at the two
intersections. That may be ok for the northern most intersection, but will not be safe at the Emerald Drive intersection. The county
has been aware of the current negative situation at that intersection for many years, due to the fact that it is a blind intersection for
traffic on Emerald Drive looking South for northerly moving traffic. It is still a safety issue. Adding one more street opposite to
Emerald Drive and entering Dingledine with just a stop sign will be a disaster leading to accidents. For traffic coming out of Emerald
Woods it has always been a very tense situation in split-second decision making on when to progress onto Dingledine because of the
blind situation. That decision making complexity drastically increases when you are faced with a vehicle opposite to you also
entering onto Dingledine as proposed. That side should have ok visibility in both directions, but the degradations in safety for both
cars is a show stopper if there are only stop signs. In our opinion the only safe intersection would be to have a stoplight or 4-Way
stop signs.

Sincerely, The Emerald Woods Subdivision Board of Trustees, Mary Johns, Kathleen Simmonds and Penny Scarcello

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

G P Glover
Planning; Cronin, Joe; Brazil, Joe; Elam, Mike; Hammond, David; Hollander, Terry; Schneider, Nancy; White,
John
Application No. RZ20-13
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:02:32 PM

To Planning & Zoning Committee
St. Charles County Council Members:
We are residents of Emerald Woods, directly across the street from the above proposed development and are filing
a formal protest to the rezoning of this property at 1101 Dingledine Rd. Since the property was originally zoned for
R1B we request it remain in that category. St. Charles County made a 2030 County Master Plan researching and
considering the impact of new development on roads, schools and traffic. The Master Plan recommended the
zoning on this land be R1B, singe-family residential (20,000 square foot minimum lot size). Reasons why this
property should not be rezoned are as follows:
Traffic: Dingledine Road is two-lane with a turning lane except for the portion in front of this proposed
development and Emerald Woods where there is no turn lane and also a dangerous curve. Attempting to make a
left turn is a dangerous experience so a remedy would be needed before any development can be proposed.
Adding 138 lots with two cars each to this would be extremely dangerous. Also take into consideration the
numerous school buses, trash trucks, delivery vehicles, and residential traffic going to and from nearby Castlio
Elementary School that frequent this intersection. A four way stop or traffic light would need to be installed on
Dingledine Road.
Schools: Many more students would be going to Castlio Elementary School putting the school beyond its capacity.
There would be numerous students walking to and from school on Dingledine Road as well as many more parents
who drive their students to school adding more traffic. This all adds to numerous safety concerns.
Wildlife: If the amount of trees on this property are decreased there will be less habitat for wildlife. More traffic
and congestion will lead to less area for wildlife. More animal road kills will be occurring causing more traffic
hazards. And there is concern about the water run off that will occur from excavation.
Historical Relevance: Researching the historical relevance of this property should be considered. There are
numerous current and former Indian mounds, Indian habitation, historic forts, cemeteries and burying grounds on
private farms in this area. Since there is a creek on this property there would undoubtedly be evidence of Indian
encampment, weapons, and artifacts. Preservation of these areas is extremely important.
Understanding that this land will be turned into a subdivision is not in question. However, rezoning this property
would have disastrous effects on our neighborhood. Cookie cutter lot sizes are detrimental to all concerned.
We request that the original zoning for R1E remain in effect.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michael Glover
4008 Emerald Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Johns
Planning
White, John
Opposition letter to: REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: RZ20-13
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 11:26:58 AM

From: Mike and Mary Johns; 4017 Emerald Drive; St. Charles, MO 63304;
To: St. Charles, MO Planning and Zoning Commission;

mike4017@live.com

planning@sccmo.org

CC: Mr. John White, District 7 Councilman; jwwhite@sccmo.org
Subject: Opposition letter to: REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: RZ20-13;

1. This letter is our third letter written in opposition to many of the details in the request for rezoning and plat
approval for 1101 Dingledine scheduled for the February 17, 2021

2. GENERAL - We have lived in the Emerald Woods Subdivision since 1994 and have always enjoyed the open
space and agricultural activities along Dingledine, along with our own spacious development. We also have
always recognized the fact that someday the farm would be developed into housing. What we have not
anticipated, however, is the concentration of such small lots and the huge number of houses. This is a far
too radical change for the area and, again, request this rezoning request be rejected.

3. ZONING - The farm is currently zoned R1B (min 20,000 square feet lots). That, of course, is the ideal and we
request the commission retain the original zoning.
Woods and many of the other nearby developments.

That fits in much better with the aesthetics of Emerald
Not sure why the commission would even consider

such a drastic change of zoning from minimum 20,000 square feet minimum all the way down to less than
7,000 sq. feet minimum per lot.

It might make sense for the commission, if they want to consider a

change, then approve one of the other two zoning classifications between 20,000 and 7,000 min.; and also,
NOT approve the R3B multifamily.

(Your County code Section 405.105 R3B Multi-Family Residential

District Statement of Intent would not allow such high density in these proposals since they are next to a
neighborhood with lots averaging 1 acre.)

4. R3B - As was pointed out at the November 18 meeting by a commissioner, there is no guarantee that there
will not be an attempt to modify the currently approved plat in the future to one that would include multifamily dwellings in a R3B zone if approved now. A slight plat modification in the future may be easily
"slipped" in "under the radar" for approval. This rezoning request needs to be rejected to remove all
possibilities of R3B, multi-family zoning. Again, why not raise the standards and aesthetics of the new
development by significantly reducing the number of households -- raise the bar!

5. TRAFFIC - This will be a major, negative impact on the area roads - both aesthetically and safety wise. With
119 new household's worth of vehicles - typically 2 per household -- we are picturing much degradation in
traffic flow in both Dingledine directions and, in particular at and along Old Highway 94 (Harvester), and
Jungermann. The backups at the intersection of Dingledine and Old Hwy 94 will be significant.

6. MAJOR SAFETY CONCERN - EMERALD DRIVE INTERSECTION - Regardless of what the new development
density ends up being there will be a major safety problem at the intersection of Emerald Drive and a new
road into and out of the new development. Note #18 in the PRE20-28 main plat map proposes stop signs
at the two intersections. That may be ok for the northern most intersection, but will not be safe at the
Emerald Drive intersection. The county has been aware of the current negative situation at that
intersection for many years, due to the fact that it is a blind intersection for traffic on Emerald Drive looking
South for northerly moving traffic. It is still a safety issue. Adding one more street opposite to Emerald

Drive and entering Dingledine with just a stop sign will be a disaster leading to accidents.

For traffic

coming out of Emerald Woods it has always been a very tense situation in split-second decision making on
when to progress onto Dingledine because of the blind situation. That decision making complexity
drastically increases when you are faced with a vehicle opposite to you also entering onto Dingledine as
proposed. The additional distraction of deciding what the car on the other side of the street is going to
do is a major problem. That side should have ok visibility in both directions as pointed out in line-of-sight
details of the second plat drawings, but the degradations in safety for both cars is a show stopper if there
are only stop signs. In our opinion the only safe intersection would be to have a stoplight or 4-Way stop
signs.
Thank you, Mike and Mary Johns
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean and Carey Krieger
Planning
DIngledine Road farm
Friday, December 11, 2020 4:04:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of St. Charles County Government. Always use CAUTION when
opening attachments or clicking links from unknown senders or when receiving unexpected emails. - IS Dept.

Hello. We live on DIngledine Manor Ct. We don’t want apartments or condos on the farm land on Dingledine Road.
That’ll put too many people on those roads. The area is heavily travelled already. I’m also worried that apartments
so close to our home will lower property values in the area. Please only allow single family houses to be built in that
area.
Sincerely,
Carey Krieger

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Kelley <jennbkelley@gmail.com>
Friday, December 11, 2020 5:30 PM
Planning
Zoning of family farm on Dingledine

To Whom It May Concern:
Please drive down Dingledine during busy times, 7‐9 AM and 3:30‐5:30 during the week. School buses make many stops
directly on Dingledine during these hours for 6 different schools. Yes, you read that correctly, this short road has
students attending 6 different schools in the Francis Howell School District. This does not include the 2 schools that pick
up and drop off preschoolers who receive services from the district.
Is Dingledine Road ready for another subdivision with this many houses? I listened to the meeting in November. The
attorney representing the builder compared the proposed lot sizes to lot sizes of subdivisions off Kisker and Dingledine.
The proposed lot sizes are more similar to the sizes of the lots in subdivisions he mentioned off Kisker not Dingledine. As
you may know, Kisker has more lanes and can handle more traffic. This new subdivision will not have access to the
subdivisions off Kisker. Dingledine will have to bear all the growth.
Please look at accident reports, bus schedules through Francis Howell, and the traffic before you make a decision to
zone this property high density.
Thank you,
Jennifer Kelley
Dingledine Manor
314.922.5971
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mike Johns <mike4017@live.com>
Sunday, December 13, 2020 4:50 PM
Planning
White, John
Opposition letter to: REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: RZ20-13;
AND PRELIMINARY PLAT FOR KREDER FARMS - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: PRE20-28
December 16, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission Agenda

Subject: Opposition letter to: REZONING REQUEST ‐ 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: RZ20‐13; AND PRELIMINARY PLAT FOR KREDER
FARMS ‐ 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD Application No: PRE20‐28 December 16, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission Agenda
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

This letter is our second letter written in opposition to many of the details in the request for rezoning and plat approval for 1101
Dingledine scheduled for the December 16, 2020 meeting. Please consider this email for both commission applications ‐‐‐ the rezoning
request and the request for preliminary plat approval; RZ20‐13 AND PRE20‐28.
GENERAL ‐ We have lived in the Emerald Woods Subdivision since 1994 and have always enjoyed the open space and agricultural
activities along Dingledine, along with our own spacious development. We also have always recognized the fact that someday the farm
would be developed into housing. What we have not anticipated, however, is the concentration of such small lots, along with the
"straight row house" type plan for the plat. The larger area around the farm has several developments with much more aesthetic
plat/road layouts, and bottom line, lower concentration of houses. This is a far too radical change for the area and, again, request this
rezoning request be rejected.
ZONING ‐ The farm is currently zoned R1B (min 20,000 square feet lots). That, of course, is the ideal and we request the commission
retain the original zoning. That fits in much better with the aesthetics of Emerald Woods and many of the other nearby
developments. Not sure why the commission would even consider such a drastic change of zoning from minimum 20,000 square feet
minimum all the way down to less than 7,000 sq. feet minimum per lot. It might make sense for the commission, if they want to consider
a change, then approve one of the other two zoning classifications between 20,000 and 7,000 min.; and also, NOT approve the R3B
multifamily. (Your County code Section 405.105 R3B Multi‐Family Residential District Statement of Intent would not allow such high
density in these proposals since they are next to a neighborhood with lots averaging 1 acre.)
R3B ‐ It is pointed out by staff of the Commission in the application that the purpose of the R3B request is to allow lots to have a width
less than 70ft, which is a minimum requirement for R1E. We roughly counted 42 lots out of the 119 in this application plot that have
less than 70 ft. width despite the total square footage. One of the main issues with these proposals is the sheer quantity of households
that will be jammed into this area and reducing the lot number from 138 to 119 is not significant when it comes to traffic and just the
basic lack of eye appeal and aesthetics of a true neighborhood. It smacks of true greed and profiteering ‐‐ and not providing quality
housing. These proposals should be rejected again and be redone with some imagination thrown in with something other than straight
row house type lots, and consequently reducing again the number of households significantly. Please stick with the current zoning of
R1B.
R3B ‐ again‐ As was pointed out at the November 18 meeting by a commissioner, there is no guarantee that there will not be an attempt
to modify the plat in the future to one that would include multi‐family dwellings in a R3B zone if approved now. A slight plat modification
in the future may be easily "slipped" in "under the radar" for approval. This rezoning request needs to be rejected to remove all
possibilities of R3B, multi‐family zoning. Again, why not raise the standards and aesthetics of the new development by significantly
reducing the number of households ‐‐ raise the bar!
TRAFFIC ‐ This will be a major, negative impact on the area roads ‐ both aesthetically and safety wise. With 119 new household's worth of
vehicles ‐ typically 2 per household ‐‐ we are picturing much degradation in traffic flow in both Dingledine directions and, in particular at
and along Old Highway 94 (Harvester), and Jungermann. The backups at the intersection of Dingledine and Old Hwy 94 will be significant.
MAJOR SAFETY CONCERN ‐ EMERALD DRIVE INTERSECTION ‐ Regardless of what the new development density ends up being there will
be a major safety problem at the intersection of Emerald Drive and a new road into and out of the new development. Note #18 in the
PRE20‐28 main plat map proposes stop signs at the two intersections. That may be ok for the northern most intersection, but will not be
safe at the Emerald Drive intersection. The county has been aware of the current negative situation at that intersection for many years,
due to the fact that it is a blind intersection for traffic on Emerald Drive looking South for northerly moving traffic. It is still a safety issue.
Adding one more street opposite to Emerald Drive and entering Dingledine with just a stop sign will be a disaster leading to accidents. For
traffic coming out of Emerald Woods it has always been a very tense situation in split‐second decision making on when to progress onto
Dingledine because of the blind situation. That decision making complexity drastically increases when you are faced with a vehicle
opposite to you also entering onto Dingledine as proposed. The additional distraction of deciding what the car on the other side of the
street is going to do is a major problem. That side should have ok visibility in both directions as pointed out in line‐of‐sight details of the
second plat drawings, but the degradations in safety for both cars is a show stopper if there are only stop signs. In our opinion the only
safe intersection would be to have a stoplight or 4‐Way stop signs.

Thank you, Mike and Mary Johns

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jrhutch3@charter.net
Sunday, December 13, 2020 5:45 PM
Planning
Application RZ20-13 -- Owner Marlene Loeffler Trust --- Developer Rowles Company

I wish to voice my opposition to the captioned application for rezoning.
I live in Westhampton Place subdivision and my home is within 800 feet of the proposed development. I believe that
Rowles’ revised zoning application having 28 acres of single family homes on 7,000 square foot lots is far to dense. It is
out of character with the surrounding subdivisions. All homes in Westhampton Place subdivision are on quarter‐acre
lots.
If approved, it will lead to significantly increased traffic on Dingledine. It will also lead to increased traffic on Stonecroft
Drive which is used as a “cut‐through” to Kisker Road.
This is a significant piece of farmland that is going under the bulldozer. I realize that the land’s highest and best use will
be for residences. The homes should be on quarter‐acre lots.
Too many homes creates problems that will be permanent. I would encourage the Planning and Zoning Commission to
deny the request as submitted.
John Hutchings
4359 Westhampton Place Ct
St Charles MO 63304
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Reeves
Planning
1101 Dingledine---Reder Farms
Sunday, December 13, 2020 6:51:47 PM

An opinion from an affected home.
MVI_0123.MP4

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Emerald Woods Trustees <emeraldwoodstrustees@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 13, 2020 7:57 PM
Planning
White, John
Opposition to: Dec 16 Rezoning request Application No. RZ20-13 and Preliminary Plat Application
No. PRE20-28

This is the second letter written in opposition to the request for rezoning and preliminary plat approval for 1101 Dingledine. Please
consider this email for both commission applications ‐‐ the rezoning request and the request for preliminary plat approval. RZ20‐13
and PRE20‐28
As the Board of Trustees of Emerald Woods Subdivision, we are continuing to add to what appears to be a consensus of major
concerns regarding these proposals from our membership and others in the area. Emerald Woods Subdivision is over 40 years old and
has maintained a high standard of quality home ownership and we are fortunate to be a part of a development that has an average lot
size of one acre. We have long expected the farm across from Dingledine to be developed into housing, but were anticipating a type
of development commensurate and compatible with our own. To see this proposal which condenses 119 homes into the same space
as approximately 40 of Emerald Woods homes is totally unacceptable. Compared with many of the other area neighborhoods, there
is a significant difference in overall aesthetics and presentation that is very concerning. Plans for housing with possible 1000 square
feet homes are not compatible with Emerald Woods and many other area developments. This is far too radical a change for the area
and we request this rezoning proposal be rejected. Even though there are a few less lots than previously applied for in November,
the few changes in the proposals are fundamentally no less concerning.
The farm is currently zoned R1B (min 20,000 square feet lots). We, again, request the commission retain the original zoning. That
fits in much better with the aesthetics of Emerald Woods and many of the other nearby developments. We are not sure why the
commission would even consider such a drastic change of zoning from 20,000 square feet minimum all the way down to 7,000 sq. feet
minimum per lot. If anything, it certainly seems the only acceptable change would be possibly to one of the other two zoning
classifications between 20,000 and 7,000 minimum, if even that, and also, NOT approve the R3B multifamily. (Your County code
Section 405.105 R3B Multi‐Family Residential District Statement of Intent would not allow such high density in these proposals since
they are next to a neighborhood with lots averaging 1 acre.)
R3B ‐ It is pointed out by staff of the Commission in the application that the purpose of the R3B request is to allow lots to have a width
less than 70ft, which is a minimum requirement for R1E. We roughly counted 42 lots out of the 119 in this application plot that have
less than 70 ft. width despite the total square footage. One of the main issues with these proposals is the sheer quantity of
households that will be jammed into this area and reducing the lot number from 138 to 119 is not significant when it comes to traffic
and just the basic lack of eye appeal and aesthetics of a true neighborhood. It smacks of true greed and profiteering ‐‐ and not
providing quality housing. These proposals should be rejected again and be redone with some imagination thrown in with something
other than straight row house type lots, and consequently reducing again the number of households significantly. Please stick with
the current zoning of R1B.
R3B ‐ again‐ As was pointed out at the November 18 meeting by a commissioner, there is no guarantee that there will not be an
attempt to modify the plat in the future to one that would include multi‐family dwellings in a R3B zone if approved now. A slight plat
modification in the future may be easily "slipped" in "under the radar" for approval. This rezoning request needs to be rejected to
remove all possibilities of R3B, multi‐family zoning. Again, why not raise the standards and aesthetics of the new development by
significantly reducing the number of households.
If approved these proposals will have a major negative impact on the area roads ‐ both aesthetically and safety wise. With 119 new
households' worth of vehicles ‐ typically 2 per household ‐‐ we are picturing much degradation in traffic flow in both Dingledine
directions and, in particular at and along Old Highway 94 (Harvester), and Jungermann. The backups at the intersection of Dingledine
and Old Hwy 94 will be significant.
Regardless of what the new development density ends up being, there will be a major safety problem at the intersection of Emerald
Drive and a new road into and out of the new development. Note #18 in the PRE20‐28 main plat map proposes stop signs at the two
intersections. That may be ok for the northern most intersection, but will not be safe at the Emerald Drive intersection. The county
has been aware of the current negative situation at that intersection for many years, due to the fact that it is a blind intersection for
traffic on Emerald Drive looking South for northerly moving traffic. It is still a safety issue. Adding one more street opposite to
Emerald Drive and entering Dingledine with just a stop sign will be a disaster leading to accidents. For traffic coming out of Emerald
Woods it has always been a very tense situation in split‐second decision making on when to progress onto Dingledine because of the
blind situation. That decision making complexity drastically increases when you are faced with a vehicle opposite to you also entering
onto Dingledine as proposed. That side should have ok visibility in both directions, but the degradations in safety for both cars is a
show stopper if there are only stop signs. In our opinion the only safe intersection would be to have a stoplight or 4‐Way stop signs.

Sincerely, The Emerald Woods Subdivision Board of Trustees, Mary Johns, Kathleen Simmonds and Penny Scarcello

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Goodwin <egoodwin@charter.net>
Sunday, December 13, 2020 9:50 PM
Planning
Applications # PRE20-28 and RZ20-13

St. Charles County Planning and Zoning Commission,
I am writing to voice my adamant disapproval of the “rezoning” (although your letter to landowners in the area claims it
is not rezoning) of the area proposed in application# PRE20‐28 and #RZ20‐13. The original zoning as R1B, single‐family
residential, is much more appropriate for the area in question, so I am respectfully asking you to deny the request for
R3B and R1E rezoning of this area.
The acreage mentioned in this proposal is 3 blocks from an elementary school on an already busy 2‐lane road. The
increased traffic that would be generated from these 138 lots (most of which are requested to be multi‐family dwellings)
would create a dangerous traffic/pedestrian situation. Also,the noise created by the additional traffic would be a huge
inconvenience to all residents living in the immediate area. When you consider that multi‐family dwellings can be built
several stories high, the increase in the number of additional vehicles using Dingledine Road would be immense. In
contrast, by retaining the original zoning the amount of additional vehicles and noise could be kept to a minimum.
In addition, there are already several multi‐family dwellings (apartments, townhouses, condominiums) in our
area. Sterling Heights, Ashwood Apartments, Aventura at Mid Rivers, and Meadowridge are just a few of the already
established multi‐family dwellings in the immediate area. Living in the proximity of these types of complexes causes
lower property values for the single‐family homeowners in the area. Proximity to a huge multi‐family complex such as
this would discourage prospective single‐home buyers.
The developers of the area mentioned in this application have done a poor job of researching how this type of
development would impact already established homeowners in this area. It is clear that their only objective is to make
as much money as possible with the small piece of land they have acquired. It is also despicable that this developer is
trying to “sneak this proposal through” during a pandemic knowing that most people will not be able to attend a public
hearing in person to voice their concerns.
I urge the St. Charles County Planning and Zoning Commission to to deny this developer’s request to rezone the area
mentioned in application# PRE20‐28 and #RZ20‐13 to R3B and R1E since this would be against the county’s 2030 master
plan, and have it remain zoned for R1B, Single‐Family Residential District (20,000 square foot minimum lot size).
Respectfully,
Carol Goodwin
Homeowner, Reddington Oaks Subdivision
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Atchley <markeasix@gmail.com>
Monday, December 14, 2020 9:36 AM
Planning
Opposition to RZ20-13 and PRE20-28

Good morning.
We are residents of Westhampton Place (4388 Westhampton Place Ct). We are writing in opposition to the
(slightly) revised zoning application for the Loeffler farm at 1101 Dingledine. There was overwhelming
community and commission opposition to this plan in the November Planning & Zoning meeting and yet the
applicant has only made small changes in the proposal, certainly not addressing the core concerns of the
residents or the commission.
While we expect Rolwes’ attorney to present another seemingly compelling presentation comparing the
proposal with the surrounding area using selective data, there are several issues to consider:
A. The 2030 master plan for the area shows lower density residential housing as the appropriate zoning
for this area. The applicant has not shown a compelling reason to change course.
B. With the exception of Emerald Woods (large lots) and Pine Bluff Village (attached homes), ALL of the
surrounding neighborhoods have interior lot widths of 75‐82 feet; one‐third of the lots in Rolwes’
proposal are 62 feet or less in width; 15‐20 feet less than the norm in the area.
C. Traffic is an issue on Dingledine and especially cutting through our neighborhood to proceed
westbound on Hwy 94/364. To go west on 94/364, these residents either have to go past Walmart on
Jungermann through several traffic lights or (much easier) cut through Stonecroft Rd. to Kisker Rd.
often speeding and blowing through stop signs on the way.
It is clear that Rolwes intends to increase the density of housing in this area to increase profits with little
regard for the surrounding residents or the county’s long‐term plans. We ask that you oppose this request
and keep the zoning for the Loeffler farm unchanged. There is plenty of money for Rolwes’ to make without
negatively impacting the surrounding areas.
Thank you,
Mark & Amy Atchley
4388 Westhampton Place Ct
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To: Planning and Zoning Commission
CC: John White, County Councilman
Subject: Rezoning request – 1101 Dingledine Road (Revised Application), Application No. RZ20-13, and
Preliminary Plat for Kreder Farms – 1101 Dingledine Road (Revised Application), Application No. PRE2028
We strenuously object to the proposed rezoning and plat plan proposals referenced above for the
reasons stated below. Please provide copies of this letter to both the rezoning and plat commission
managers. Thank you.

1. The proposed development is not comparable to existing surrounding
residential housing.
Existing housing in the vicinity of the proposed development consists primarily of low-density homesites
on larger lots. There are a wide variety of home designs and are typically on winding streets and cul-desacs that make the area an attractive, open, and welcoming community.

▪

Proposed development is much denser than surrounding neighborhoods

The chart below illustrates the density differences between Kreder Farms and the existing subdivisions
adjacent to the proposed development. All surrounding neighborhoods are single-family residences,
with the exception of Pine Bluff, which consists of attached villas

The chart shows average lot sizes for the proposed Kreder Farms plat plan compared with adjacent
properties surrounding the Kreder plat. These neighboring properties included Pine Ridge to the north,
Willow Creek Ct. to the northeast, Emerald Woods to the east, Cambridge Crossing to the southeast,
Stafford Place to the south, Westhampton to the southwest, Shenandoah Park to the west, and
Nottingham Forest to the northwest. Since Cambridge Crossing, Nottingham Forest, and Westhampton
are large developments, we limited the data to a minimum of 50 homesites nearest to the Kreder plat in
each of those developments. Kreder Farms proposed plat has a smaller average lot size than any of the
surrounding single-family developments.
The overall average lot size of these surrounding homes is slightly less than 13000 square feet or 0.3
acres. There are also a number of larger lot sizes (~ .5 acre) in the Southgate subdivision just down the
hill from Willow Creek Ct., but these were not included in the chart.
We think it is generally accepted that high-density housing of any sort reduces the value of nearby, more
expensive, low-density housing. Potential buyers of larger homes and lots usually consider an excessive
quantity of lesser homes in the area as a negative and are not willing to pay as much for the larger
homes.

▪

Comparison with surrounding neighborhoods on price

Published prices for Fox Ridge homes, another Rowles development, start at $234,000.. Mr. Weber, the
Rowles representive, presented a chart in the November meeting claiming Kreder Farm homes would be
in the range of $300,000 to $500,000. With the proposed smaller lots to accommodate smaller cheaper
homes that are likely similar to those in Fox Ridge, it is puzzling how the Kreder Farms prices could be in
that range.

▪

Comparison with surrounding neighborhood on home size

Mr. Weber also presented a chart on comparative home sizes in the November 19 meeting. We have
not checked all of the data but the chart seems to misrepresent some of the home size ranges in the
surrounding neighborhoods. These corrections are shown in the chart below.

All the data in this section was obtained from the St. Charles County Public Web Map and can be
independently verified.

2. The proposed development does not meet the low-density guidelines of the
2030 Master Plan
▪

2030 Master Plan density definition

The 2030 Master Plan recommends low-density residential housing in the area. Low-density residential
housing is defined by the plan as .25 to 1 acre lots or a density of 1 to 4 lots per acre (see Section 9,
Land Use Table and Map). These two criteria are consistent in that they are the inverse of each other,
which we are certain was intentional. However, to be consistent, density must be calculated by dividing
the number of lots by the acreage occupied by only the lots themselves. The acreage cannot include
street right-of-ways, common ground, water retention basins, or any other area not part of a lot.
Computed correctly in this consistent way, the Kreder Farms proposal has a density of 4.84 homes per
acre.

▪

Applicable zoning for low-density residential

In Section 8, Future Land Use, there are two subsections that describe low-density and medium-density
residential housing, respectively. Section 8.14 Low-Density Residential, lists R1A through R1D zoning as
applicable to low-density residential housing. Section 8.15 Medium-Density Residential, references R1D,
R1E, R2, and R3A as applicable to that category. Note that R1E is not even mentioned in the low-density
section. It is apparent that R1E zoning is not considered low density by the plan.
Based on these criteria, the Kreder proposal does not meet the 2030 Master Plan low-density
requirement. If anything, it qualifies for medium-density residential housing, as defined by the plan. If
the 2030 plan has any importance at all, the Planning and Zoning Commission should not be
recommending this application for approval.

▪

There is already sufficient high-density housing in the area.

While we agree that there is a need for affordable housing in the county, this type of housing should not
be concentrated in one area. Pine Bluff is a 60-unit, mostly triplex attached villa housing area
immediately adjacent to the proposed development on the north. Directly north of Pine Bluff is a 20unit “other residential” single-family development of extremely small lots. Further north on Dingledine
are additional mixes of single-family and multi-family housing.

3. Use of R3B multi-family zoning to further reduce single-family lot size should
not be allowed.
We do not think the county intended R3B to be a tool for further reducing single-family lot sizes and that
loophole should be closed by the county. In this revised plan, the developer has raised lot areas above
the R1E minimum but we understand they still want some R3B zoning so they can take advantage of the

smaller lot width requirement in R3B. This obviously means they are planning to sell a number of small
cheap homes that are unlike homes in the surrounding neighborhoods. Rowles has developed several
home plans that minimize the width and footprint of the home. They incorporate small two-story units
with living spaces over garages. Some of these plans produce house fronts that are over 50% garage.
We understand that minimizing lot frontage reduces the per unit cost of paving streets and running
utility lines but the result is an unattractive array of homes jammed together on cluttered streets. The
photo below shows some of Rowles homes in their Fox Ridge development. It looks more like a row of
rental storage units than an attractive residential street.

Despite their claims that they need R3B zoning to allow smaller lot widths to accommodate these
homes, It should be obvious that there is nothing preventing the developer from building their smaller
homes on larger lots. It is all a profit issue and appearance suffers as a result.

4. Higher-density housing produces an undue negative impact on county
services, traffic, and the environment
▪

High density creates an excessive financial burden on tax-supported services (public
schools, fire and ambulance, street maintenance)

Higher density housing usually results in smaller homes that have lesser assessed value than larger
homes on larger lots. A family in a $250,000 home in a high-density development produces the same
service load on schools, fire, ambulance, etc., as a family in a $500,000 home on larger lots, but the
larger home produces a larger tax base to support those services, and also reduces the number of new
families in a development that need to be supported by those services.

▪

Increased traffic will exacerbate unsafe exit problem at Emerald Drive.

Ever since Dingledine Road was improved, residents of Emerald Woods have had a traffic visibility
problem when trying to exit from Emerald Drive onto Dingledine. This was primarily a result of roadway
design compromises made to settle a lawsuit at the entrance. The county has tried various band-aids
over the years but none have significantly helped the situation. The proposed entrance to the new
development will make it even more difficult for Emerald Woods residents since they will have to be
aware of traffic entering from across Dingledine as well as trying to monitor approaching traffic from left

and right. Increases in general Dingledine traffic resulting from the additional residences will also make
the problem worse.

▪

Increases stormwater load and potential for flooding in county.

High-density single-family housing developments typically result in a higher-percentage per acre of
impermeable surface (house roofs, streets, sidewalks, driveways, patios, etc.) than lower-density
developments. This inability to absorb rainwater results in significantly more storm water entering the
storm water system and ultimately our local streams and rivers. This produces more property damage
due to excessive flooding. Detention basins partially help this situation by reducing the rate at which
stormwater enters local waterways but they do not, in any way, reduce the total amount of increased
stormwater that our streams and rivers must handle. In light of the increased intensity of our storms
due to global warming, this may become a significant problem in coming years. We need to concentrate
more on absorbing our rainwater in the soil or in impoundments instead of letting it all eventually wind
up in the Gulf of Mexico.

5. Why not R1B?
Before we purchased our home in Emerald Woods, we researched the zoning of surrounding acreage
which was then zoned R1B or higher. We felt comfortable buying our home because that zoning
supported residential properties of similar size. We didn’t realize that existing zoning doesn’t seem to
carry any weight in county decisions regarding rezoning to accommodate developer’s higher-density
plans. We can understand that view when considering rezoning from agricultural to residential but not
when a developer is arbitrarily asking for reduced lot size rezoning to fit his needs. The bottom line is
that there is no real reason to rezone the existing R1B zoning. There doesn’t seem to be any strong
protection in county regulations or policies to preserve existing zonings.
Rowles has a variety of home designs of larger square footage that would be appropriate for R1B lots
and should sell well in the area. Rowles’ own presentation at the November meeting claimed their
proposed homes would range up to 3600 square feet.
There does not seem to be a problem selling more expensive homes in the county and in this area
because of the strong housing market. Homes of all sizes and prices, both new and used, are in strong
demand and are selling rapidly, often above asking price. This has been evident in recent sales in
Emerald Woods, often selling at the first realtor open house. Keeping R1B zoning would go a long way
toward encouraging higher-value homes and maintaining the current character of the neighborhood.

Conclusions
It would be nice if we could depend on the good will of builders and developers to maintain the quality
and attractiveness of housing in this county, but we can’t. If we could, we would not need all the rules
and regulations imposed by county ordinances and master plans on developers, and the judgement of
review bodies such as the Planning and Zoning Commission and the County Council.

This is the last developable property in the immediate area. We ask you to consider the very negative
practical and esthetic impacts of this proposed development on the surrounding community. The
existing homeowners want to maintain the attractive appearance of the neighborhood and the value of
their homes. Please vote to disapprove this proposed rezoning and preliminary plat plan. Thank you.

Respectfully,
Charles and Donna Baur
38 Oak Springs Ct.
(Emerald Woods subdivision)
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Grote <paulgrote@charter.net>
Monday, December 14, 2020 12:59 PM
Planning
FW: PRE20-28

Paul & Sandra Grote
1124 Dingledine Road
Saint Charles, Missouri 63304
TEL: 636-441-5323, CELL: 636-699-3129
December 14, 2020
St. Charles County Planning and Zoning Division
Thomas Kuhn, Secretary
201 N Second Street
Room 420
St. Charles, MO 63301
RE: Application Number PRE20-28
The application for rezoning the 40.8 Acres is very distressing. This property is directly across the street from our home.
Dingledine Road is a very busy street at this time. Rezoning 12.20 Acres to multi-family in addition to the 28.60 Acres
single family on 7000 sq ft lots and the ultimate addition of several hundred automobiles on top of the already very busy
Dingledine Road is not a pleasant prospect. Dingledine is a feeder road to several existing housing developments plus a
public school. Hundreds more automobiles will not do anything to improve safety to people in cars and those walking on
the sidewalks.
I realize that I cannot stop “progress”, however, please do not approve multi-family dwellings. This will be a disaster as
regards the traffic situation.
Additionally, retaining the current 20,000 square foot lot size for single family is more in line with those single family
homes just across the street.
St. Charles County is beginning to lose its desirability as a place to move to. Many of my family and friends have already
moved or making plans to move away from this area due to the increase in road traffic and other reasons.
Please, no multi-family dwellings and retain current single family status.
Thank you.
Regards,

Paul Grote
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December 14, 2020
To the St. Charles County Planning and Zoning Commission and to Councilman John White,
District 7:
Protest to Rezoning- RZ20-13 REZONING REQUEST
Preliminary Plat For Kreder Farms - 1101 Dingledine Road
Application No: PRE20-28

We are filing a protest to the rezoning of the property at 1101 Dingledine Road, Application No:
RZ20-13. Property Owner: Marlene C. Loeffler Trust Developer: Rowles Company
This is our second protest letter to the commission. Rowles Company revised their plat map to
reduce the number of homes from 138 to 119 since the November meeting but that reduction is
not significant.
We have been residents of Emerald Woods Subdivision, which is directly across Dingledine
Road from the proposed rezoning since 1982. Most of the lots in our subdivision are 1 acre or
more. A few lots along Dingledine Road are ½ acre or more.
The Planning and Zoning Commission seems to think that the 2030 County Master Plan has no
worth and should have no bearing on this case. The County of St. Charles made a 2030 County
Master Plan after much research, considering the impact of new development on the road
conditions, schools that it would affect, and traffic congestion. They recommended that the
zoning on the above land be R1B, single-family residential district, 20,000 square foot minimum
lot size, Low-Density Residential Uses. This was reasonable since the data was validated and
researched by the County.
Now, there is a request to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B, Multi-Family Residential District, and
28.60 acres to R1E, Single-Family Residential District (7,000 square foot minimum lot size).
R3B is Medium to High density residential uses (not Low-Density) and R1E is 7,000 square
foot minimum lot size not 20,000 square foot minimum lot size, as the County itself
determined is best.
This will have a tremendous impact on the whole area. Dingledine Road is a 2-lane road with a
turn lane EXCEPT for the portion of the road in front of this proposed RZ20-13 property and our
Emerald Woods subdivision, which has no turn lane. This portion of the road is 2-lane only and
is on a curve. The homeowners in our subdivision have had, for years, difficulty in accessing
Dingledine Road because of this dangerous curve with no sight distance. There have been
numerous accidents and near accidents in the past because of this. St. Charles County has even
put a flashing sign on the road for cars to slow down because of this dangerous curve. To add
119 lots with 2 cars each (238 cars) to this would be a huge safety concern, especially with two
more entrances from their subdivision to Dingledine Road.

Dingledine Road itself cannot support the addition of another 238 cars. It is a 2-lane road not a
4-lane road like Kisker Road, which would be better able to handle that influx of cars.
Even with the current zoning of R1B, for safety concerns and traffic congestion, there needs to
be a 4-way stop or a traffic light on Dingledine Road where the entrance to this new subdivision
meets the entrance to our subdivision, Emerald Woods, when it is completed.
In addition, the impact on the schools would be overwhelming with 119 additional households.
Castlio Elementary School is at 1020 Dingledine Road, very close to this property and has a
large number of school buses on the road each morning and afternoon, also on the dangerous
curve. This is in addition to the many other school buses from Middle school and High School.
Moreover, it would increase the number of students in this elementary school beyond its
capacity, which would have an effect on the quality of education.
The Rowles development of Fox Run looks like rows of small, cheap duplicated homes. It
appears that this is mainly what they propose for this Dingledine Road property, also, by looking
at the plat map. This would lower the property values of subdivision homes nearby due to the
medium to high-density homes in the proposed subdivision. This is especially true for our
subdivision, Emerald Woods (directly across the road), Stafford Place (adjacent to it on the
South), and Westhampton Place (to the Southwest). All of these subdivisions have substantially
bigger lot sizes than proposed, with the closest subdivision of Emerald Woods having 1 acre lots.
The reasoning by the zoning board that it is okay to rezone the property because the R3B portion
will back up to the R3B district of Pine Bluff Villas does not make sense. “What it backs up to”
on one small side will not make a difference on the extreme negative area changes it will have in
the areas of safety, road conditions, traffic congestion, surrounding home values, and school
impact.
It would be of benefit to the developer and to the surrounding subdivisions and residents to have
larger, quality homes on bigger lots than they proposed. They would easily be able to sell these
homes in this housing market at a much higher price, keep the integrity of the Master plan, and
have the area keep its present property values. It would be a win-win for all parties.
We understand that this land will become a subdivision but we protest the lowered lot sizes from
the present 20,000 square feet and the change to Medium to High density R3G in any way. We
request that the original zoning of R1B be kept.

Sincerely,
David and Patricia Cowell
4020 Emerald Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rose Beckham <rbeckstl@icloud.com>
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 1:32 PM
Planning
White, John
Application No. RZ20-13 and PRE20-28 - Opposition to Proposed Rezoning Request and Preliminary
Plat

Dear Board:
This is in response to the Revised Applications submitted by Developer, Rowles Company. We are writing to
adamantly oppose these requests of the rezoning (RZ20-13) and preliminary plat (PRE20-28) applications at
1101 Dingledine Road.
The Developer is submitting a rezoning plan that is almost a third of its sized lots than the currently zoned R1B
representing a minimum lot size of 20,000 square feet. Basically, the Developer’s intent is to change the
zoning from R1B to R3B not to build multi-family houses, as mentioned at the November 18th Board meeting,
but rather single-family houses with a sufficiently-sized home that would be compatible to the surrounding
neighborhood. Unfortunately, the Developer’s representative failed to mention that the proposed side yards
are reduced to a space of approximately six feet apart from each other. This is NOT conducive to the
surrounding single-family subdivisions. This is the Developer way of manipulating the County’s intent on how
the R3B would be used by cramming as many homes in the unsightly, smaller sized lots as possible. In
addition, at the November 18th Board meeting, the Board recommended four acres to support the tree
preservation and with the Developer reducing the number of lots to 119, does this proposal “fit” in St. Charles
County 2030 Master Plan of green space? Doubtful! It is all about how the Developer can be as profitable as
possible.
In addition, once the subdivision is complete, the neighbors are left to deal with more traffic on a two-lane road
that can barely support the current traffic. With the potential of at least 100 more cars per day, this would lead
to a decrease in property values and a significant degradation in traffic flow if you are unable to get to the
highway and main roads within a reasonable timeframe. It would be difficult to widen the roads to four lanes
since there are residential homes through the entire length of Dingledine Road.
Due to developers, such as Rowles Homes, St. Charles County has these zoning ordinances in place for a
reason. Again, we are not objecting to a new subdivision. We would appreciate the Board to maintain a higher
standard in a development with a current zoning of 20,000 square foot lots and the characteristics of our
community. For these reasons, please reject against these applications.
Thank you,
John and Rose Beckham
65 Oak Springs Court
St. Charles, MO 63304
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ghini B <dbroehl0929@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 11:05 AM
Planning
1101 Dingledine Rezoning Objection

I object to the rezoning of 1101 dingledine. I live on a street that ends at that farm. One of the reasons we
bought our house is because of the fact that we were told that it was in the original owners will that the farm
not be sold for 100 years. Multi family residences will bring my house value down as well as the peacefulness
of this community. Also turning that beautiful land into just another subdivision packed with buildings is a
travesty. Please vote no on their rezoning request.
Thank you‐
Debbie Roehl (concerned citizen)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Lewis
Planning
Rezoning meeting about Farm Property on Dingledine
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 10:38:28 AM

As a longtime resident, I can tell you that everyone I've talked to is against rezoning.
It will make the area more congested and bring property values down.
We, as a group, would not not look favorably on anyone that would vote for rezoning.
There would need to be an investigation into the motivation to rezone.
Thank you
Bob Lewis

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debbie Ferreira <debandjohnf@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 3:17 PM
Planning
RZ20-13 and PRE20-28 Opposition letter

RE: RZ20‐13 and PRE20‐28
This is a letter of Opposition for the rezoning and current and past Plats submitted for the Loeffler Farm Trust 1101
Dingledine Road land.
We are in opposition of the proposal to rezone the property from the current low density residential use R1B (20,000 sq
min lot) to R3B (multi family residential)and R1E (single family min 7000 min sq ft lot size). We request that the property
stay as described in the 2030 St Charles County Master Plan released not long ago and as currently zoned. Please
consider this email as our notice of opposition for the planning and zoning commission mtg from both my husband and I.
We are directly affected by this change.
Our issues are as follows:
1. Traffic/Safety ‐ Traffic is already busy on Dingledine Rd. The site line coming around the corner where the new
outlet is supposed to be accross from at Emerald Woods will add more traffic to an already dangerous corner.
We have already lost a couple of mailboxes due to that. Our new concrete apron by the mailbox has been
shattered to pieces due to being hit frequently by cars coming around that corner. Adding 2 more outlets from
the proposed Kreder Farms subdivision on to Dingledine will cause a lot more traffic to an already busy street.
2. Property values ‐ Our currently large spacious lush green lots vs postage stamp sized lots are bound to decrease
our property values. Also see 3 below.
3. Backs of houses facing Dingledine ‐ are not aesthetically pleasing. Not a good representation of our current
community. Possible Eye sore?
4. Over crowding in schools ‐ Issue with over capacity for an already over taxed Francis Howell School District ‐
Castilio Elementary School, Bryan middle school and Francis Howell High School.
5. Crime/safety ‐ We appreciate and respect all that the men and women of the Police and Fire Depts do for us but
they are already stretched thin. Theft and crime is already on the rise in our area, how will our heroes handle an
even greater population? Nightly, now, in our area, we see increasing reports of theft and crime on Ring and
Next door. The increasing population will certainly. It help that.
6. Wild life, on a nightly basis we witness families of deer running across the street from the farm. What will
happen if the homes on small lots are built? The wildlife will have issues trying to find a path to make it back to
their woodland homes every night which may cause an increase of accidents on Dingledine Rd.
7. Possible water & sewer issues with increased use due to increased population with possible rezoning.
Thanks for your time and consideration,
Debbie and John Ferreira
1108 Dingledine Rd
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December 15, 2020
Reference: PRE20-28

To whom it may concern at the Planning and Zoning Commission
I am communicating with you about the preliminary plat for Kreder Farms -1011 Dingledine Road.
Our villa is located at 1307 Pine Bluff Drive, which is adjacent to the northern edge of the property being
developed by the Rowles Company.
The topography of the land on the northern part of the farm property slops downward, is very uneven
containing two very deep ravines. The land between the ravines is behind our villa. This is a high point
which slops even further downward toward our home. We have a walkout finished basement. We have
never had water in our basement.
Our CONERN is with the re-grading of the land which will possibly take place for the building of the
subdivision that rainwater runoff will drain into our basement.
We would like to be advised of the plan for treating the rain water issues and avoiding any flooding of
basements in Pine Bluff Villas.
Thank you for your consideration.
James B. and Virginia M. Gerdes

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Brewer
Planning
Rezoning farm on dingledine road by developer ROWLES
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:41:06 AM

Please please do not agree to the tiny ghetto housing proposal by this developer!! Shame on him for being so
inconsiderate of the community!

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Westhampton Place HOA Treasurer <westhamptonplacetreasurer@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 7:11 PM
Planning
Elam, Mike
Opposition to Dec 16 Rezoning request RZ20-13 and Plat Application No. PRE20-28

From: The Trustees of Westhampton Place
To: St. Charles county Planning and Zoning Commission, planning@sccmo.org
Copy: Mr. Mike Elam, melam@sccmo.org

Subject: Opposition to Dec 16 Rezoning request RZ20-13 and Plat Application No. PRE20-28
We represent the residents of Westhampton Place which borders the Loeffler farm to the southwest. We are writing in
opposition to the revised zoning application for the farm at 1101 Dingledine. There was overwhelming community
opposition to this plan at the November Planning & Zoning meeting and yet the applicant has only made small changes in
the revised proposal, certainly not addressing the core concerns of the residents or the commission. While we expect
Rolwes’ attorney to present another seemingly compelling presentation comparing the proposal with the surrounding area
using selective data, we ask you keep these items in mind:
- The 2030 master plan for the area calls for lower density residential housing as the appropriate zoning for this area. The
applicant has not shown any reason to change the county’s plan.
- Westhampton Place has an interior lot width of over 80 feet. Except for Pine Bluff Village (attached homes), ALL the
surrounding neighborhoods have interior lot widths of 75 to over 100 feet. One-third of the lots in Rolwes' proposal are 62
feet or less in width; clearly deviating from the norm in the area.
- The proposal maximizes building lots by utilizing straight streets and sharp corners rather than the more pleasing curved
roads in the surrounding area; this is true even with the attached homes in Pine Bluff Village.
- Traffic is an issue on Dingledine and especially cutting through our neighborhood to proceed westbound on Hwy
94/364. To go west on 94/364, these residents either have to go east to Jungermann through several traffic lights past
Walmart or the much easier route to cut through Stonecroft Rd to Kisker Rd often dangerously speeding and blowing
through stop signs on the way.
It is clear that Rolwes intends to increase the density of housing to increase profits with little regard for the surrounding
residents or the county’s long-term plan. We ask that you oppose this request and keep the zoning for the Loeffler farm
unchanged.
Thank you for your consideration,
The Trustees of Westhampton Place
Kelsey Boehle, Jason Casey, Mark Atchley
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry W Pullam
Planning
Rezoning Request 1101 Dingledine Road (Revised Application) - RZZ20-13
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 10:21:30 AM

1349 Bradford Dr
I am opposed to this rezoning request its not much different than the previous request.
Someone should revisit the speed limit on Dingeldine before any other hosing development is proposed.
Present speed limit is 35 MPH which is not enforced, it should be reduced to 25 MPH.

MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING

ST. CHARLES COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
DATE:

FEBRUARY 17, 2021

TIME:

7:00 P.M.

PLACE:

COUNTY EXECUTIVE BUILDING
300 N. THIRD ST.
THIRD FLOOR COUNCIL CHAMBERS
ST. CHARLES, MO 63301

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Tracy Boehmer (Attended Virtually; Diane Saale (Attended Virtually;
Jamaal Jackson; Kevin Cleary; Roger Ellis (Attended Virtually); Craig
Frahm; Chad Cornwell; Jennifer Bahr; and Terry Hollander, County
Councilman

MEMBERS ABSENT:

None

STAFF PRESENT:

Robert Myers, Director of Planning and Zoning; Ellie Marr, County Planner;
Megan Murray, Assistant County Counselor; and Mariza Almstedt,
Recording Secretary

SPEAKERS:

RZ20-13:

RZ20-13: Drew Weber, Applicant’s Representative, 200 N.
Third St., St. Charles, MO 63301; Mark Atchley, 4388
Westhampton Place Ct., St. Charles, MO 63304; Richard
Brooks, 4028 Emerald Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304; Allan
Dillon, 4568 Clearbrook Dr., St. Charles, MO; Debbie
Ferreira, 1108 Dingledine, St. Charles, MO 63304; Jean
Lane, 4379 Westhampton Place Ct., St. Charles, MO
63304; Arnie C. Dienoff, PO Box 1535, O’Fallon, MO 63366

CALL TO ORDER
Vice-Chairman Kevin Cleary called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. Following the Pledge of Allegiance,
Mr. Cleary welcomed the audience; explained the procedures for speakers; and explained the functions
of the Planning and Zoning Division, the Planning and Zoning Commission and the County Council. He
explained to the audience that the Planning & Zoning Commission will make a recommendation on
applications heard during the meeting, which will then be submitted to the St. Charles County Council
for their final decision.
Vice-Chairman Cleary introduced the following documents into the record: The Unified Development
Ordinance of St. Charles County (UDO), including zoning maps; and the 2030 Master Plan for St.
Charles County, which includes the 2030 Future Land Use Plan Map.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS
REZONING REQUEST - 1101 DINGLEDINE ROAD
Application No:
Property Owner:
Developer:
Current Zoning:

Requested Zoning:

2030 Master Plan:
Parcel Size:
Location:

County Council District:
Account No.:

RZ20-13
Marlene C. Loeffler Trust
Rowles Company
R1B, Single-Family Residential District
(20,000 square foot minimum lot size), with
Floodway Fringe Overlay District
Requesting to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B,
Multi-Family Residential District, and 28.60
acres to R1E, Single-Family Residential District
(7,000 square foot minimum lot size)
Recommends Low-Density Residential Uses
(0.25 to 1-acre minimum lot sizes)
40.80 acres
On the west side of Dingledine Road, approximately
125 feet south of Pine Bluff Drive; near the Cities of
St. Peters and Weldon Spring
7
534750A000

Robert Myers, Division Director of Planning and Zoning, stated that This zoning map amendment
application (RZ20 -13) was reviewed at the December 16, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission
meeting, at which the Commission forwarded the application to the County Council with a
recommendation. The same application is being rescheduled for the February 17, 2021 Planning and
Zoning Commission meeting for a new public hearing. The applicant has made no changes to the
rezoning request reviewed at the December 16 meeting. The reason for holding a new public hearing
is that property owner notification for the December 16 public hearing has been determined to have
been insufficient. This was due to use of new mapping software which exported addresses incorrectly.
The problem has been identified and is being addressed by the County’s Information Systems
Department.
The preliminary plat for this development was approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on
December 16, 2020 and the status of that plat remains approved, subject to County Council approval
of the rezoning application. The related preliminary plat for this property proposes single-family
residential development for the entire tract. Although 12.2 acres of Multi-Family District zoning is
proposed, single-family lots would be developed in that proposed district with some lots narrower than
what would be allowed in the R1E District. All proposed platted lots would be no smaller than 7,000
square feet in area which is the minimum lot size permitted in R1E Districts. This 40-acre tract is an
island of undeveloped land within a large area of single-family residential subdivisions meaning that the
existing land use and zoning contexts bear heightened consideration. The prevailing zoning (to the east,
south, and west) is R1E, Single Family Residential District. To the north is zoned R3B, Multifamily
Residential District. The area proposed to be rezoned to R3B borders the existing R3B District to the
north where the Pine Bluff Villas was developed. Emerald Woods Subdivision, on the opposite side of
Dingledine Road, is similarly zoned R1E, Single Family Residential District, but has larger lot sizes than
the minimum required in that District. Stafford Place Subdivision, bordering the subject tract to the south,
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has larger lots than Pine Bluff Villas but would border the proposed R1E, Single Family Residential
District zoning. Consequently, lots in Stafford Place would adjoin lots of compatible sizes. A natural
watercourse bordering the property along its western border must under County standards be left
undisturbed with a vegetative buffer left border the stream bank. Therefore, the Shenandoah Park
Subdivision to the west will border undisturbed common ground. The 2030 Master Plan recommends
“Low Density Residential” land uses for the entire area with 1 to 4 dwellings per acre. The subject
preliminary plat shows that the applicant proposes to develop approximately 119 single-family homes
on this 40.8-acre tract, yielding a gross density of 2.92 dwellings per acre with the inclusion of streets
and common ground. Such a development would conform to the Master Plan’s recommended density
range. Although the 2030 Master Plan does indicate that “lot sizes in these “Low Density Residential”
areas, lot sizes can vary from approximately 0.25 acre to 1 acre and that applicable zoning districts for
Low Density Residential land uses are R1A through R1D the Master Plan R1D zoning would be
inconsistent with prevailing zoning patterns. Additionally, the Master Plan does not dictate zoning
districts. County staff recommends that the Planning and Zoning Commission recommend approval of
this zoning map amendment.
Robert Myers stated that County staff checked the notification list for the plat for this property and it was
correct. In addition, staff has also started to add a map in packets showing what the area of notification
is to address questions about what area or what properties were notified. For example, there is one
parcel for a rezoning case in this packet that approximately 540 mailings were sent to owners of 540
properties and another in which about 400 letters were mailed. A notification map is now being included
in the packets for each application showing the area of notification.
Vice-Chairman Cleary asked if the Commission had any questions for the Planning and Zoning staff.
There being no questions for staff, Vice-Chairman Cleary opened the public hearing and asked if the
applicant’s representative or property owner wished to come forward.
Drew Weber, Applicant’s Representative was sworn in. Mr. Weber thanked Commission members both
new and returning as the staff said the reason that we're here even though the Commission already
recommended approval but the reason we're here is because there was improper notice. He told
returning members they would see a lot of repetition on this presentation, but it is required to create a
similar record. Mr. Weber stated that the proposal is to split the zoning on this property between R3B
and R1E zoning for a property that is 40.80 acres. They are requesting to rezone 12.20 acres to R3B
primarily on the northern portion of the property and 28.60 acres to R1E primarily to the south and
western portions of the property. The proposal is to build 138 single family homes with no multi-family
dwellings, no apartments, or attached townhomes and will all be detached single-family homes. R1E
portion of the property will have a minimum lot size of 7,000 square feet and R3B portion of the property
will have a minimum lot size of 4,000 square feet. He stated the 2030 Master Plan recommends low
density residential land uses for the entire area with 1 to 4 dwellings per acre. Mr. Weber addressed
each of the surrounding neighborhoods providing lot size, price range and density comparisons and
also pulled enrollment data dating back to 1991 indicating schools in the area including Bryan Middle
and Francis Howell High School are well off its peak enrollment and have had relatively steady decline
certainly in the past 10 years. It is unlikely additional children will be a burden on the resources for
schools.
Vice-Chairman Cleary asked if there were any questions for the applicant’s representative.
There being no questions for the applicant, Vice-Chairman Ellis asked if there was anyone in the
audience who wished to speak regarding this application.
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Richard Brooks was sworn in. Mr. Brooks stated he is not opposed to rezoning or new homes being
built on this property, but his concerns are strictly on the loophole being used to rezone part of the
property to R3B, Multi-Family Residential District to decrease lot size requirement using a zoning law
that does not normally appeal to single family homes. These smaller lot sizes will allow them to build
more homes than if they followed the R1 lot size requirements. Mr. Brook in his research of zoning laws
he discovered section 405.590 paragraph C that if he had a project and was not able to follow a building
code or zoning law, he could submit a variance request which may or may not get approved depending
on rezoning. But referred they're not going this route because their variance request reasoning is only
to improve their bottom line and their request would be denied. Instead, they're using a loophole by
asking to follow rules from a different style of housing other than what they are intending to build,
however the R3B requires larger lot setbacks. In their plat they have noted 7- foot setbacks in the R3B
section which is their way of discreetly asking for variance request. Mr. Brooks stated that Saint Charles
County zoning laws are adopted from international building codes which states in section 310.4 that are
R3 type occupancies would include convents, care facilities, dormitories, fraternities, sororities and
monasteries. R3B should not be used for this type of single-family housing they are proposing. He
stated at both previous meetings when Mr. Cleary asked Mr. Weber the difference using split R3B
zoning compared to R1E, neither time he had been able to answer. He did the math, and the answer is
6, six homesites or an extra 5% more if they just used R1E. Zoning laws are made to regulate, conserve
and protect and until this loophole gets closed, he expects to see more builders exploiting this especially
track home builders. The builder has stated they are proposing R3B lot sizes to build affordable homes.
Mr. Brooks acknowledges that Mr. Weber is just doing his job and but noted the difference is he does
not get paid to stand up here to check if the proper number of notifications were mailed or to review
zoning laws to see if builders are getting special treatments. But this is his home and neighborhood and
even though Rowles is considered a local company, he stated they're based out of Baldwin, not Saint
Charles County. They are not a member of our community or our neighbor and when they finish this
project, they will move on to the next surrounding subdivisions.
Debbie Ferreira was sworn in. Mrs. Ferreira stated she lives directly across the proposed Kreder Farms.
Mrs. Ferreira stated that even though Mr. Weber has stated R3B is never going to be more than single
family homes but by zoning something R3B does not guarantee that one day the property could be sold,
and multifamily homes could be placed on it. She informed the Commission that there were some letters
that came in late today from Trustees related to family issues and illnesses due to Covid. They are just
as concerned about R3B being zoned that way and Richard’s concern about 7-foot setbacks they are
allowing instead of following the rules. She noted there is a concern about the traffic and safety at that
corner at Emerald Woods where that subdivision is going to have a street come out from there. The
neighborhood would really want a traffic study done for that because the sight line coming from
Richards’ house down Emerald Woods to that corner there, placing the subdivision directly across the
street, is already very dangerous. Emerald Woods people coming out of their subdivision can barely
see people coming from the left and then going to the right with backed up traffic and compound that
with the number of cars that the new subdivision will bring will be difficult. She wishes a traffic study
would be done. The Stafford court neighbors that she has talked have said that with that outlet being
there they're going to start turning right and go down Stafford and over to Kisker Road as another outlet
of another pass through and that that subdivision they said is already concerning because people don't
follow the speed limits and don't stop. Mrs. Ferreira questions why Mr. Weber never mentions Francis
Howell High School, which is currently overcrowded now, and the school district just announced that
they just announced they will be cutting staff. Another concern is the uptick in crime in the area because
a lot of cars are being stolen, homes being broken into and then to add another couple hundred houses
to that isn't going to make that any better. Pine Bluffs neighbors are concerned about braiding issues
and causing possible flooding of their area in addition to water and sewer issues with increased use.
The houses that will be on Dingledine will have the backs facing Dingledine which is not aesthetically
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pleasing. She wishes the Commission would take into consideration that many of the concerned
neighbors are older and are afraid of coming to this meeting with health issues.
Vice-Chairman Ellis asked if anyone else in the audience wished to speak about this application.
Alan J. Dillon was sworn in. Mr. Dillon stated he was one of the homeowners that was notified late, and
he just received the letter a few days ago. He expressed his desire to not approve the rezoning. He
stated his property backs to the floodplain area on the northwest side and there is a creek bed that flows
through there and is concerned about flood control and drainage sewage. He has lived in his home for
approximately 15 years and the reason he moved there was because of the wooded area with the creek
behind his home. There is an abundance of wildlife that resides there and fears that if this land is
developed it will become congested, the wildlife will be eliminated, and crime will increase. Mr. Dillon
strongly urged the Commission to reconsider this, but if approved to be developed as originally planned.
Jean Lane was sworn in. Ms. Lane resides in the court that backs up to the Southwest side in West
Hampton Place.
Vice-Chairman Cleary stated that was the picture that Mr. Weber displayed.
Ms. Lane stated it is not a very accurate picture because it shows the woods that are going to stay in
the neighborhood is Shenandoah and didn’t think the lot sizes were accurate on the presentation either
but didn’t have the facts to argue that. Rowles finished her neighborhood because their builder went
under, but they finished West Hampton Place and they had nice large homes with good lot sizes. She
doesn’t like congested houses to be crammed as much as you can and to zone that R3B multi-family
is concerned that they say they're not going to build it, but what prevents them from going under or
selling it to someone else who can. No one knows what the market's going to do and if it happened
before and it could very well happen again. Ms. Lane requests that the Commission not allow that
zoning because it could change, and the neighbors don't know what builders going to finish.
Craig Frahm asked Ms. Lane, when her builder went under, did her subdivision change.
Ms. Lane answered in the affirmative. Rowles bought up the rest of the property and finished it.
Craig Frahm asked Ms. Lane if the plats and zoning were already in place.
Ms. Lane said answered in the affirmative again.
Craig Frahm stated that is what is in place now and she has that same protection. With the preliminary
plat already in place, the builder can’t change it without coming back to Planning and Zoning
Commission.
Ms. Lane stated she does not understand why going that route is necessary and why can’t it be kept in
the zoning permitting bigger lot sizes. She feels there is no need to go to that multi-family lot size and
why is it even needed. The current neighborhood has nice lot sizes and doesn’t want to see 119 homes
crammed into that 40 acres and the traffic on Dingledine has already increased. The neighborhood is a
cut through that has stop signs at every intersection and are ignored. She asked the current zoning be
kept in place.
Mark Atchley was sworn in. Mr. Atchley stated he is a Trustee of Westhampton Place neighborhood.
I'm trustee of W 10th place neighborhood when you saw that picture my house is actually the one on
the north, the most northeast quarter of Westhampton Place. Mr. Atchley said he was also one that did
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not get notification the first time and saw the sign on that property. He stated there are residents who
have some angst about R3B zoning, but it really boils to traffic concerns. One of the slides had people
to go west on 94 and west to Chesterfield and Wentzville, they have to turn left on Dingledine and then
they have to go over past the Walmart up and over to go. But it's really shorter and easier to just turn
right on Dingledine, then turn right on our neighborhood and cut through. The neighborhood is
concerned as just last week there was an accident at 7:30 a.m. and is a major concern. Mr. Atchley
said a traffic study has come up several times but doesn’t appear to be getting any traction. He stated
residents understand that it is going to be developed, that Rowles can build good homes. the concern
is the number of homes and the narrowness of the lots. He stated Mr. Weber was very careful in his
words to talk about square footage of lots and said something that affected that's the only way we could
do it well that's not the only way as he counted would lose four homes. There is a desire to have
narrower lots which means less infrastructure, less roads, and less money to get more houses in there.
Then you have an issue where R3B requires having a 10-foot set back. Mr. Atchley feels R3B's are not
for detached homes but for multi-family homes but have a 10-foot set back in there and they were saying
the plat says 7-foot setbacks when the setback is only 62 foot wide. Mr. Atchley, went on Google Earth
looked for neighborhoods in the area with five or six homes, looking for a neighborhood that was the
rate with the width that they're looking at and found a trailer park and the only lots there were smaller
than the single wide trailer lot. A double wide trailer lot is wider than these lots. In previous meetings,
there has been discussion about Kreder Farm metaphorically being an island but when it comes to the
style of building the width of the lots, that is the area of Pine Bluff Estates which has duplexes. All of the
other R3B in the area even though zoned R3B are all built out at 75-to-85-foot lot widths and have a
consistent look and feel that is a concern, traffic concern and lack of transparency. It’s not an urban
population, it’s suburban.
Jennifer Bahr asked Mr. Atchley if he is a trustee of a Homeowner’s Association. She stated one of the
letters received suggested he could put a gate in his neighborhood to mitigate the cross through traffic.
She asked him if that is something that his HOA is considering.
Mr. Atchley said it is being looked into and there are restrictions regarding if the street has to be owned
before putting gates out. At the moment, we don't know the answer to that. The HOA has looked into
things like speed humps and speed bumps and have gotten resounding no’s from fire department and
ambulance districts.
Arnie C. Dienoff was sworn in. Mr. Dienoff stated he did not want to go through everything he testified
to in December. He asked that the Secretary or the Chairman direct his comments from the December
meeting to be a matter of this public record here in this meeting. He stated he is not against this
proposed development, but he would like to ensure and guarantee property values and a safe
neighborhood and community. The notification list was brought up in previous meetings in the past. The
notification list is really important and is glad staff finally looked into it and find out that were not notifying
all owners. He has found that municipalities in Saint Charles County including the city of O’Fallon
provides a notification list in their meeting packets with a list of addresses letters were mailed to and
when they were mailed. In December, he asked this Commission to look at that policy of adding that
notification list so there would be no question in the future. Regarding this application, there are over
20 opposition letters that this Commission received and four letters of concern or comment. He asked
for the Commission to keep in mind the low turnout due to Covid and cold temperatures. Mr. Dienoff
asked if partner agencies were sent letters specifically to Francis Howell School District, Cottleville Fire
District, Duckett Creek, Public Water District #2, Spire, St. Charles County Ambulance District and
Missouri American Water Company for their comment on this development. This R3 multi-family
residential district opens the door for dense multi-family buildings, and as was heard tonight from
residents that if this property is sold for some reason recalling what happened in 2008 -2009 in Saint
Charles County where there were certain developers went bankrupt and lost their property to the bank
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or sold it to another developer. Mr. Dienoff would like to know where the guarantees for adjoining
neighborhoods and the traffic impact study are. Mr. Dienoff asked the Commission to deny the
application, have the applicant come back and refile under R1 zoning as that is what everyone wants.
Vice Chairman Cleary asked if there was anyone else in the audience who wished to speak regarding
this application. There being no further audience speakers, Vice-Chairman Cleary closed the public
hearing and asked for the applicant to return to the podium.
Vice Chairman Cleary stated there are quite a few issues brought up and would like for them to be
readdressed.
Mr. Weber said he took some notes to answer questions and a lot of them seemed to relate to the
appropriateness of R3B which was the case during the prior hearing. Mr. Weber stated that as a
preliminary matter if single family homes were not proper in R3B in the County zoning code would not
allow single family homes in R3B and the County zoning code does. And in fact, as he mentioned there
are two subdivisions to the northeast and the northwest that are R3D single family homes subdivisions,
so this is not an aberration. This is allowed under the code in this in fact done for hundreds of other
houses in the northwest and the subdivisions to the northwest in the northeast of this property. People
said they were concerned that something might happen to Rowles and then turn these into apartments,
and he understands that concern. But Mr. Weber explained there are tremendous practical difficulties
and impediments to that. First of all, there is already an approved preliminary plat that shows what the
proposals are. To address Mr. Dienoff concerns, people in subdivisions have had an opportunity to
submit comments and have been reviewed and approved. And once a development gets going and is
underway and the infrastructure is the first thing built, if the streets and the sewers and the waterline
are compromised, the County would hold money in escrow to make sure that its completed and that
would not support apartment rights.
Vice Chairman Cleary said there was also there tied in with the width discussions about the types of
homes Rowles does build that are less than 1500 square feet. A gentleman brought up four examples
and can you guarantee that those will not be built.
Mr. Weber said the proposal has always been 1500 to 3600 square feet. Every developer has a wide
variety of homes and a lot of single- family developers build apartment buildings or multi -family that
doesn't mean they're going to build it in a specific subdivision.
Vice Chairman Cleary said right and that really is the question, and he wasn't saying you were he just
said they do build them.
Mr. Weber said and those are typically smaller lots so there were some in accuracies and maybe that
gentleman was looking at the first preliminary plat. The first preliminary plat or the original proposal at
52-foot-wide locks and so maybe the smaller 1200 square foot homes would fit on those lots but when
you're up to a 62-foot minimum width which is the smallest width lot proposed here is not going to build
a 1200 to 1300 or 1400 square foot home. I mean that would not make economic sense you can fit a
bigger home on a 62-foot-wide lot. So why would a modern developer build an 1100 square foot well
police modern developers.
Vice Chairman Cleary they would do that just to make sure that 1500 to 3600 is stated.
Mr. Weber asked he answered his question.
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Vice Chairman Cleary answered in the affirmative. He asked if the Commission had any other questions
for the applicant.
Chad Cornwell stated as he talked about infrastructure and assuming this is a phased in development,
he asked Mr. Weber what is going to be done first and what is the timing as far as doing the first streets
as far as pouring those as far as St D is it something where you're going to develop the R1E before
doing the higher zones.
Mr. Weber said it's basically going to be done at the same time. The process begins with the preliminary
plat, then submit improvement plans and then the final plan. The County holds escrow to make sure
that all improvements have been completed. That's the first thing that will be done after all these
approvals are obtained. The streets, sidewalks, stormwater, sewer and regular water will be done in the
first half.
Chad Cornwell asked if you’re not planning to do different phases with this structure, will infrastructure
be done all at one time.
Mr. Weber answered in the affirmative and stated homes will not be built sequentially but will be built in
different parts of the subdivision at different times.
Vice Chairman Cleary but you'll have all the infrastructure and all utilities in before.
Mr. Weber state and if we don't the County holds escrow to force us to complete that.
Chad Cornwell asked staff as far as just the traffic study comment that's been brought up, is there a
trigger point on a threshold in the municipal code that would trigger the need for traffic study.
Robert Myers answered in the affirmative. The trigger is that the plat was reviewed by multiple County
divisions and departments and under the subdivision regulations either the Highway Department
Director or the Development Review Division Director who are both engineers when they review the
preliminary plat, they can require a traffic study be performed. Both of them reviewed it and neither
required the traffic study be performed but they did require what I would call a traffic analysis and those
look at things like proposed intersections on Dingledine Road.
Vice Chairman Cleary stated several people mentioned the circulatory problem of people making a right
and going through the subdivisions. Is there anything like the study or engineers can take a look at this
possible issue.
Robert Myers stated he can't tell exactly what went into their analysis in terms of whether or not a traffic
study would require a formal traffic study, and do not know if they looked at the question of Stonecroft
as a through street in that connects over towards the West. Stonecroft is a public street so there would
not be an opportunity to put in a gate there because gates are not put on public streets. Robert Myers
said collector streets or arterial streets like Towers Road and Stonecroft are intended to allow a
distribution of traffic to the arterial roadways and so in that regard I think it would be a mistake to block
off these connector roads.
Mr. Weber wanted to address a few more concerns regarding school enrollment. He stated he has not
avoided talking about enrollment at Francis Howell High School. He didn’t speak about it because he
didn’t think it was relevant. FHSD reached its peak enrollment in 2014 with 1993 students and in 2020
it was 1815. The school is serving the area with this lower capacity and can absorb certainly the students
from this subdivision. There were questions about confirming the lot sizes. All of the information was
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pulled from public records not Google Maps measurements but actually the plats for each of those
subdivisions. Lot sizes are pulled straight from the assessor's records, so they are easy to confirm. His
last comment is this is an area with which I'm familiar so apart from a professional capacity of
representing Rowles as he has lived in the area in the past 25 years. He asked that the Commission
recommend approval for County Council. He asked if anyone else had any questions.
Jennifer Bahr read a portion from a letter that was received and it's just a technical question. It’s a letter
from Debbie Ferreira where she said that R1E single family zoning with greater than 7000-foot lot size
has a minimum lot width of 70 square feet and side yards must have at least seven feet between the
building and the edge of the property. R3B has a minimum lot width of 54 feet in the side yards must
have at least 10 feet between the building and the edge of the property zoning requirements for R3B.
She just says the same thing 10 feet from the edge of the property and then what she's saying is that
why you wanted to zone it R3B because you're building single family homes, you're using the R1E rules
of seven feet from the edge of the property can you explain to me exactly how that works.
Mr. Weber said his came up at the last meeting but the R3B zoning states that there are 10-foot side
yard setbacks. The County staff has advised that 10 foot doesn’t apply to single family.
Robert Myers said the setback being referred to is from the edge of the development and internal the
development in the R3B district there's actually not any required set yard setbacks to explain that for
instance you could have zero lot line homes who could have a row of townhomes with each town on its
own lot. To do that you have to have some special construction to prevent fire from communicating
between the different lots but at this district it's fairly flexible in the R3B district you could have traditional
single -family homes, attached townhomes or have some lower density apartment buildings and so
that's basically the way to explain it that set back that you're referring to is from the edge of the
development not internal.
Mr. Weber stated this is not an attempt to seek some special loophole to go from 10 to 7 or voluntarily
increasing from what could be 0 lot line to 7 to be in compliance.
Vice- Chairman Cleary said there were also a couple of questions about flooding issues and destruction
of the trees that should be addressed.
Mr. Weber stated those were addressed in the preliminary plan but the there was a tree preservation
requirement in the County and so with the revised plan that we submitted in that was approved the
requisite percentage of trees on the property or being preserved and they are predominantly on those
perimeters. On the northwest, west and on the southwest and again there's a buffer from the stream
that runs along the West there's a buffer that you can't build in anyways and then there's also a power
line that runs along the North and the West boundary which also just prevents us from developing it so
that's not a greenspace thing that's just an easement thing for that power line that has the beneficial
effect of creating additional greenspace area. I'm sure the power line company comes by regularly and
cuts down some trees within their 70 feet but that's occurring now and will occur as long as they desire
to do that but the green space as a percentage of this property is more than most of these other
subdivisions except for Pine Bluff to the North. in fact, that's why because the green space that the
number of units per acre in this subdivision is lower than everyone except Westhampton and Emerald
Green. if there were less common ground like there are in separate places Shenandoah Nottingham
would be much denser but it is.
Vice Chairman Cleary asked what about the water runoff on the property and what is being done to
retain or detain water.
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Mr. Weber stated that the County is in the process of upgrading their stormwater runoff standards and
so in our detention basins shown on the plat we are complying with the new standards. At the time this
plat was submitted those new standards weren’t enacted yet. We are being compliant with the new
standards which are frankly more stringent than any of the other subdivisions around so we have
multiple detention basins and will help control the release of water into that creek area combined with
the latest and greatest in the County regulations.
Vice-Chairman Cleary asked Robert Myers if he would like to add anything to that.
Robert Myers stated the County has adopted new stormwater standards to address stormwater quality
so now we're addressing both the quantity of water to prevent flooding but also the quality of water as
well and so the development will need to comply with both.
Vice-Chairman Cleary asked the Commission if anybody had other questions.
Terry Hollander stated he has mentioned this before regarding this application is what really catches
people's attention is the multi -family zoning thing. Terry Hollander said Mr. Weber has explained over
and over again that these are not going to be multi family. They have submitted these plats and have
been approved so he would like for the property owners in attendance to feel certain that what they say
they are going to do is going to be done. The second thing is, it’s a little misleading when they make a
statement implying that they're trying to jam a large number of homes into a smaller area. According to
my figures and figures on both sides of the issue, there is a difference between four to six homes and
if we kept the zoning the way it originally was compared to doing it this way, we're talking about four to
six homes difference. In Terry Hollander’s mind that doesn't meet the standard of cramming homes in
a particular area.
There being no discussion, Vice Chairman Cleary entertained a motion to recommend approval of
Application No. RZ20-13.
Terry Hollander made a motion of approval; and Chad Cornwell seconded the motion.
The vote on the motion was as follows:
Tracy Boehmer

- Yes

Kevin Cleary

- Yes

Jennifer Bahr

- Yes

Roger Ellis

- Yes

Diane Saale

- Yes

Craig Frahm

- Yes

Chad Cornwell

- Yes

Terry Hollander

-Yes

Jamaal Jackson

-Yes

Application No RZ20-13 was recommended for Approval.
The Vote Count was 9 Yeas, 0 Nays and 0 Abstentions.
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